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Introduction

The big de Rham–Witt complex was introduced by the author and Madsen in [15] with
the purpose of giving an algebraic description of the equivariant homotopy groups in
low degrees of Bökstedt’s topological Hochschild spectrum of a commutative ring. This
functorial algebraic description, in turn, is essential for understading algebraic K-theory
by means of the cyclotomic trace map of Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen [4]; compare [10],
[14] and [16]. The original construction, which relied on the adjoint functor theorem,
was very indirect and a direct construction has been lacking. In this paper, we give a
new and explicit construction of the big de Rham–Witt complex and we also correct the
2-torsion which was not quite correct in the original construction.

The new construction is based on a theory, which is developed first, of modules and
derivations over a λ-ring. The main result of this first part of the paper is that the
universal derivation of a λ-ring is given by the universal derivation of the underlying
ring together with an additional structure that depends directly on the λ-ring structure
in question. In the case of the universal λ-ring, which is given by the ring of big Witt
vectors, this additional structure consists of divided Frobenius operators on the module
of Kähler differentials. It is the existence of these divided Frobenius operators that makes
the new direct construction of the big de Rham–Witt complex possible. This is carried
out in the second part of the paper, where we also show that the big de Rham–Witt
complex behaves well with respect to étale morphisms. Finally, we explicitly evaluate
the big de Rham–Witt complex of the ring of integers.
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In more detail, let A be a ring, which we always assume to be commutative and
unital. The ring W(A) of big Witt vectors in A is equipped with a natural action
through ring homomorphisms by the multiplicative monoid N of positive integers, where
the action by n∈N is given by the nth Frobenius map

W(A)
Fn // W(A).

The Frobenius maps give rise to a natural ring homomorphism

W(A) ∆ // W(W(A))

whose Witt components ∆e: W(A)!W(A) are characterized by the formula

Fn(a) =
∑
e|n

e∆e(a)n/e.

The triple (W(−),∆, ε) with ε: W(A)!A being the first Witt component is a comonad
on the category of rings and a λ-ring in the sense of Grothendieck [11] is precisely a
coalgebra (A, λA) over this comonad.

Recently, Borger [5] has proposed that a λ-ring structure λA:A!W(A) on a ring A
be considered as descent data from Z-algebras to algebras over a deeper base F1. This
begs the question as to the natural notions of modules and derivations over λ-rings. We
show here that the general approach of Beck [2] leads to the following answer. First,
if (A, λA) is a λ-ring, then the ring A is equipped with an action by the multiplicative
monoid N through ring homomorphisms, where the action by n∈N is given by the nth
associated Adams operation

A
ψA,n

// A

defined by the formula
ψA,n(a) =

∑
e|n

eλA,e(a)n/e.

Here λA,e:A!A is the eth Witt component of λA:A!W(A). Now, the category of
(A, λA)-modules is identified with the category of left modules over the twisted monoid
algebra Aψ[N] with the product defined by the formula

n·a=ψA,n(a)·n.

Hence, an (A, λA)-module is a pair (M,λM ) that consists of an A-module M and an
N-indexed family of maps λM,n:M!M such that λM,n is ψA,n-linear, λM,1=idM , and
λM,mλM,n=λM,mn. Moreover, we identify the derivations

(A, λA) D // (M,λM )
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with the derivations D:A!M that satisfy the identities

λM,n(Da) =
∑
e|n

λA,e(a)n/e−1DλA,e(a).

It is now easy to show that there is a universal derivation

(A, λA) d // (Ω1
(A,λA), λΩ1

(A,λA)
).

We prove the following result.

Theorem A. For every λ-ring (A, λA), the canonical map

Ω1
A

// Ω1
(A,λA)

is an isomorphism of A-modules.

It follows that for a λ-ring (A, λA), the A-module of differentials Ω1
A carries the

richer structure of an (A, λA)-module. In the case of (W(A),∆A), this implies that there
are natural Fn-linear maps Fn: Ω1

W(A)!Ω1
W(A) defined by

Fn(da) =
∑
e|n

∆e(a)n/e−1d∆e(a)

such that F1=id, FmFn=Fmn, dFn(a)=nFn(da), and Fn(d[a])=[a]n−1d[a]. The p-
typical analog of Fp was also constructed by Borger and Wieland in [7, §12.8].

The construction of the de Rham–Witt complex begins with the following variant
of the de Rham complex. The ring W(Z) contains exactly the four units ±[±1], all of
which are square roots of [1], and the 2-torsion element

d log[−1]= [−1]−1d[−1]= [−1]d[−1]∈Ω1
W(A)

plays a special rôle. We define the graded W(A)-algebra

Ω̂·
W(A) =T ·

W(A)Ω
1
W(A)/J

·

to be the quotient of the tensor algebra of the W(A)-module Ω1
W(A) by the graded ideal

J · generated by all elements of the form

da⊗da−d log[−1]⊗F2da

with a∈W(A). It is an anticommutative graded ring which carries a unique graded
derivation d that extends d: W(A)!Ω1

W(A) and satisfies

ddω= d log[−1]·dω.
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Moreover, the maps Fn: W(A)!W(A) and Fn: Ω1
W(A)!Ω1

W(A) extend uniquely to a map
of graded rings Fn: Ω·

W(A)!Ω·
W(A) which satisfies dFn=nFnd. Next, we show that the

maps d and Fn both descend to the further quotient

�Ω·
W(A) =Ω̂·

W(A)/K
·

by the graded ideal generated by all elements of the form

FpdVp(a)−da−(p−1)d log[−1]·a

with p a prime number and a∈W(A). We now recall the Verschiebung maps

Vn: W(A)−!W(A)

which are additive and satisfy the projection formula

aVn(b) =Vn(Fn(a)b).

These maps, however, do not extend to Ω̂·
W(A) or �Ω·

W(A), and the de Rham–Witt complex,
roughly speaking, is the largest quotient

�Ω·
W(A)

η
// WΩ·

A

such that the Verschiebung maps extend to WΩ·
A and such that the extended maps Fn

and Vn satisfy the projection formula. The precise definition given in §4 below is by
recursion with respect to the quotients WS(A) of W(A), where S ranges over the finite
subsets S⊂N that are stable under division. We further prove the following result to the
effect that the de Rham–Witt complex may be characterized as the universal example of
an algebraic structure called a Witt complex, the precise definition of which is given in
Definition 4.1.

Theorem B. There exists an initial Witt complex S 7!WSΩ·
A over the ring A. In

addition, the canonical maps

�ΩqWS(A)

ηS // WSΩqA

are surjective, and the diagrams

�ΩqWS(A)

ηS //

RS
T

��

WSΩqA

RS
T

��
�ΩqWT (A)

ηT // WTΩqA,

�ΩqWS(A)

ηS //

d

��

WSΩqA

d

��

�Ωq+1
WS(A)

ηS // WSΩq+1
A ,

�ΩqWS(A)

ηS //

Fm

��

WSΩqA

Fm

��
�ΩqWS/m(A)

ηS/m
// WS/mΩqA

commute.
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If A is an Fp-algebra and S={1, p, ..., pn−1}, then WSΩ·
A agrees with the original p-

typical de Rham–Witt complex WnΩ·
A of Bloch–Deligne–Illusie [19]. More generally, if A

is a Z(p)-algebra and S={1, p, ..., pn−1}, then WSΩ·
A agrees with the p-typical de Rham–

Witt complex WnΩ·
A constructed by the author and Madsen [17] for p odd and by

Costeanu [9] for p=2. Finally, if 2 is either invertible or zero in A and S is arbitrary, then
WSΩ·

A agrees with the big de Rham–Witt complex introduced by the author and Mad-
sen [15]. We also note that if f :R!A is a map of Z(p)-algebras and S={1, p, ..., pn−1},
then the relative p-typical de Rham–Witt complex WnΩ·

A/R of Langer–Zink [23] agrees
with the quotient of WSΩ·

A by the differential graded ideal generated by the image of
WSΩ1

R!WSΩ1
A.

We recall that van der Kallen [20, Theorem 2.4] and Borger [6, Theorem B] have
proved independently that for every étale morphism f :A!B and every finite subset
S⊂N stable under division, the induced morphism

WS(A)
WS(f)

// WS(B)

again is étale. Based on this theorem, we prove the following result.

Theorem C. Let f :A!B be an étale map and let S⊂N be a finite subset stable
under division. Then the induced map

WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩqA // WSΩqB

is an isomorphism, for all q.

To prove Theorem C, we verify that the left-hand terms form a Witt complex over
the ring B and use Theorem B to obtain the inverse of the map in the statement. The
verification of the Witt complex axioms, in turn, is significantly simplified by the existence
of the divided Frobenius operators on ΩW(A) as follows from Theorem A.

Finally, we evaluate the de Rham–Witt complex of Z. The result is that WΩqZ is
non-zero for q61 only. Moreover, we may consider WΩ·

Z as the quotient

Ω·
W(Z)

// WΩ·
Z

of the de Rham complex of W(Z) by a differential graded ideal generated by elements
of degree 1. Hence, following Borger [5], we may interpret WΩ·

Z as the complex of
differentials along the leaves of a codimension-1 foliation of Spec(Z) considered as an
F1-space. We note that, by contrast, ΩqW(Z) is non-zero for all q.

As mentioned earlier, the big de Rham–Witt complex was introduced in [15] with
the purpose of giving an algebraic description of the equivariant homotopy groups

TRrq(A) = [Sq∧(T/Cr)+, T (A)]T
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of the topological Hochschild T-spectrum T (A) of the ring A. Here T=R/Z is the circle
group, Cr⊂T is the subgroup of order r, and [−,−]T is the abelian group of maps in
the homotopy category of orthogonal T-spectra. We proved in [13, §1] that the groups
TRrq(A) give rise to a Witt complex over the ring A in the sense of Definition 4.1 below.
Therefore, by Theorem B, there is a unique map

W〈r〉Ω
q
A

// TRrq(A)

of Witt complexes over A, where 〈r〉 denotes the set of divisors of r. We will show
elsewhere that this map is an isomorphism for all r and all q61.

1. Witt vectors

We begin with a review of Witt vectors and λ-rings. The material in this section is
due to Cartier [8], Grothendieck [11], Teichmüller [27], and Witt [29] and accordingly we
make no claim of originality. The reader is also referred to the very readable account by
Bergman [25, Appendix] and to the more modern and general exposition by Borger [6].
We further mention the books by Hazewinkel [12] and Knutson [21], which focus more
on the rôle of symmetric functions.

In the approach to Witt vectors taken here, all necessary congruences are isolated in
following lemma, commonly attributed to Dwork [12, §E.2.4]. Let N be the set of positive
integers. We say that a subset S⊂N, possibly empty, is a truncation set if whenever n∈S
and e is a divisor in n, then e∈S. The ring of big Witt vectors WS(A) associated with
the ring A and the truncation set S is defined to be the set AS equipped with a ring
structure such that the ghost map

WS(A) w // AS

that takes the vector a=(an |n∈S ) to the sequence w(a)=〈wn(a)|n∈S 〉 with

wn(a) =
∑
e|n

ean/ee

is a natural transformation of functors from the category of rings to itself. Here the
target AS is considered a ring with componentwise addition and multiplication. The
elements an and wn(a) are called the Witt components and the ghost components of
the vector a, respectively. To prove that there exists a unique ring structure on WS(A)
characterized in this way, we first recall the following result, a different proof of which
is given in [12, Lemma 17.6.1]. We write vp(n) for the p-adic valuation of n, normalized
such that vp(p)=1.
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose that for every prime number p∈S, there exists a ring homo-
morphism φp:A!A with the property that φp(a)≡ap mod pA. Then for every sequence
x=〈xn |n∈S〉, the following conditions are equivalent :

(i) the sequence x is in the image of the ghost map w: WS(A)!AS ;
(ii) for every prime number p∈S and every n∈S with vp(n)>1,

xn≡φp(xn/p) mod pvp(n)A.

Proof. We first show that if a≡b mod pA, then ap
v−1≡bpv−1

mod pvA. If we write
a=b+pε, then

ap
v−1

= bp
v−1

+
∑

16i6pv−1

(
pv−1

i

)
bp

v−1−ipiεi.

In general, the p-adic valuation of the binomial coefficient
(
m+n
n

)
is equal to the number

of carries in the addition of m and n in base p. So in particular,

vp

((
pv−1

i

)
pi
)

= v−1+i−vp(i) > v

which proves the claim. Now, suppose that x=w(a) satisfies (i). Since φp:A!A is a
ring homomorphism and lifts the Frobenius endomorphism of A/pA, we have

φp(wn/p(a))=
∑
e|n/p

eφp(an/pee ),

which is congruent to
∑
e|n/p ea

n/e
e modulo pvp(n)A. But, if e divides n but not n/p, then

vp(e)=vp(n) and hence, this sum is congruent to
∑
e|n ea

n/e
e =wn(a) modulo pvp(n)A.

This shows that x satisfies (ii). Conversely, suppose that x satisfies (ii). We find a vector
a=(an |n∈S) with wn(a)=xn as follows. We let a1=x1 and assume, inductively, that ae
has been chosen, for all e 6=n that divide n, such that we(a)=xe. The calculation above
shows that for every prime number p dividing n,

xn−
∑
e|n
e 6=n

ean/ee

is congruent to zero modulo pvp(n)A. Therefore, this difference is divisible by n and hence
is equal to nan for some an∈A. This shows that x satisfies (i).

Proposition 1.2. There exists a unique ring structure on the domain of the ghost
map

WS(A) w // AS

making it a natural transformation of functors from rings to rings.
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Proof. Let A be the free ring generated by {an, bn |n∈S}. The unique ring homo-
morphism φp:A!A that maps an to apn and bn to bpn satisfies φp(f)≡fp mod pA. Hence,
if a and b are the vectors (an |n∈S) and (bn |n∈S), respectively, then Lemma 1.1 shows
that the sequences w(a)+w(b), w(a)·w(b), and −w(a) are in the image of the ghost
map. It follows that there are sequences of polynomials s=(sn |n∈S), p=(pn |n∈S), and
i=(in |n∈S) such that w(s)=w(a)+w(b), w(p)=w(a)·w(b), and w(i)=−w(a). Moreover,
since A is torsion free, the ghost map is injective, and accordingly, these polynomials are
unique.

Let A′ be any ring. If a′=(a′n |n∈S) and b′=(b′n |n∈S) are two vectors in WS(A′),
then there is a unique ring homomorphism f :A!A′ with the property that WS(f)(a)=a′

and WS(f)(b)=b′. We define a′+b′=WS(f)(s), a·b=WS(f)(p), and −a=WS(f)(i). To
prove that the ring axioms are verified, suppose first that A′ is torsion free. In this case,
the ghost map is injective, and hence, the ring axioms hold since they do so in AS . In
general, we choose a surjective ring homomorphism g:A′′!A′ from a torsion-free ring
A′′. The induced map WS(g): WS(A′′)!WS(A′) is again surjective, and since the ring
axioms hold in the domain, they do so, too, in the target.

If T⊂S are two truncation sets, then the forgetful map

WS(A)
RS

T // WT (A)

is a natural ring homomorphism called the restriction from S to T . If S⊂N is a truncation
set and n∈N, then the set

S/n= {e∈N |ne∈S}

again is a truncation set, possibly empty. For every n∈N, there is a natural map

WS/n(A)
Vn // WS(A)

that to the vector a=(ae |e∈S/n) assigns the vector Vn(a)=(bm |m∈S), where

bm =
{
ae, if m=ne,
0, otherwise.

It is called the n-th Verschiebung.

Lemma 1.3. For every n∈N, the map Vn: WS/n(A)!WS(A) is additive.

Proof. The following diagram, where V wn takes the sequence 〈xe |e∈S/n〉 to the
sequence whose mth component is nxe, if m=ne, and 0, otherwise, commutes:

WS/n(A)
Vn //

w

��

WS(A)

w

��

AS/n
V w

n // AS .
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Since V wn is additive, so is Vn. Indeed, if A is torsion free, the horizontal maps are both
injective, and hence Vn is additive in this case. In general, we choose a surjective ring
homomorphism g:A′!A and argue as in the proof of Proposition 1.2.

Lemma 1.4. For every n∈N, there exists a unique natural ring homomorphism

WS(A)
Fn // WS/n(A)

called the n-th Frobenius map that makes the following diagram, where the map Fwn takes
the sequence x=〈xm |m∈S〉 to the sequence Fwn (x)=〈xne |e∈S/n〉, commute:

WS(A)
Fn //

w

��

WS/n(A)

w

��

AS
Fw

n // AS/n.

Proof. The construction of the map Fn is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.2.
We let A be the free ring generated by {am |m∈S}, and let a be the vector (am |m∈S).
By Lemma 1.1, the sequence Fwn (w(a))∈AS/n is the image by the ghost map of a vector

Fn(a) = (fn,e | e∈S/n)∈WS/n(A),

this vector being unique as A is torsion free. If A′ is any ring and a′=(a′m |m∈S)
is a vector in WS(A′), then we define Fn(a′)=WS/n(g)(Fn(a)), where g:A!A′ is the
unique ring homomorphism that maps a to a′. Finally, since the map Fwn is a ring
homomorphism, an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 1.3 shows that also Fn is a
ring homomorphism.

The Teichmüller representative is the map

A
[−]S

// WS(A)

whose mth component is a, if m=1, and 0, otherwise. It is a multiplicative map. Indeed,
the following diagram, where [a]wS is the sequence with mth component am, commutes:

A
[−]S

// WS(A)

w

��

A
[−]wS // AS ,

and [−]wS is a multiplicative map. In particular, the Teichmüller representative [1]S is
the multiplicative identity element in the ring WS(A).
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Lemma 1.5. Let S⊂N be a truncation set and let A be a ring.
(i) For all a∈WS(A), there is a convergent sum

a=
∑
n∈S

Vn([an]S/n).

(ii) For all m,n∈N with greatest common divisor c=(m,n),

FmVn = cVn/cFm/c: WS/c(A)−!WS/c(A).

(iii) For all n∈N, a∈WS(A), and a′∈WS/n(A),

aVn(a′) =Vn(Fn(a)a′).

(iv) For all m,n∈N,

FmFn =Fmn: WS(A)−!WS/mn(A),

VnVm =Vmn: WS/mn(A)−!WS(A).

(v) For all n∈N and a∈A,

Fn([a]S) = [a]nS/n.

Proof. One readily verifies that the two sides of each equation have the same image
by the ghost map. This shows that the relations hold, if A is torsion free, and hence, in
general. In statement (i), the convergence, for S infinite, is with respect to the product
topology on WS(A) induced by the discrete topology on A.

Proposition 1.6. The ring of Witt vectors in Z is equal to the abelian group

WS(Z) =
∏
n∈S

Z·Vn([1]S/n)

with the multiplication given by

Vm([1]S/m)·Vn([1]S/n) = c·Ve([1]S/e),

where c=(m,n) and e=[m,n] are the greatest common divisor and the least common
multiple, respectively.
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Proof. The formula for the product follows from Lemma 1.5 (ii)–(iv). For finite S,
we prove the statement by induction beginning from the case S=∅ which is trivial. So
suppose that S is non-empty, let m∈S be maximal, and let T=S\{m}. The sequence
of abelian groups

0 // W{1}(Z)
Vm // WS(Z)

RS
T // WT (Z) // 0

is exact, and we wish to show that it is equal to the following exact sequence:

0 // Z·[1]{1}
Vm //

∏
n∈S

Z·Vn([1]S/n)
RS

T //
∏
n∈T

Z·Vn([1]T/n) // 0.

The latter sequence maps to the former, and by induction, the right-hand terms of the
two sequences are equal. Since also the left-hand terms are equal, so are the middle
terms. This completes the proof for S finite. Finally, every truncation set S is the union
of its finite sub-truncation sets Sα⊂S and WS(Z)=limα WSα(Z).

The values of the restriction, Frobenius, and Verschiebung maps on the generators
Vn([1]S/n) are readily evaluated using Lemma 1.5 (ii)–(iv). To give a formula for the
Teichmüller representative, we recall the Möbius inversion formula. Let g: N!Z be a
function and define the function f : N!Z by f(n)=

∑
e|n g(e). Then the original function

is given by g(n)=
∑
e|n µ(e)f(n/e), where µ: N!{−1, 0, 1} is the Möbius function defined

by µ(e)=(−1)r, if e is a product of r>0 distinct prime numbers, and µ(e)=0, otherwise.

Addendum 1.7. If m is an integer and S is a truncation set, then

[m]S =
∑
n∈S

1
n

(∑
e|n

µ(e)mn/e

)
Vn([1]S/n).

In particular, the square root of unity [−1]S is equal to −[1]S+V2([1]S/2).

Proof. It suffices to prove that the formula holds in WS(Z). By Proposition 1.6,
there are unique integers re, e∈S, such that

[m]S =
∑
e∈S

reVe([1]S/e).

Evaluating the nth ghost component of this equation, we find that

mn =
∑
e|n

ere,
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from which the stated formula follows by Möbius inversion. Finally, defining

g(n) =


−1, if n=1,
2, if n=2,
0, otherwise,

we get f(n)=
∑
e|n g(e)=(−1)n, which proves the stated formula for [−1]S .

If m=q is a prime power, then the coefficient of Vn([1]S/n) in [m]S is equal to the
number of monic irreducible polynomials of degree n over the finite field Fq.

Lemma 1.8. If A is an Fp-algebra and S is a truncation set, then

Fp =RSS/p�WS(ϕ): WS(A)−!WS/p(A),

where ϕ:A!A is the Frobenius endomorphism.

Proof. By definition Fp(a)=(fp,e(a)|e∈S/p) with the elements fp,e of the free ring
on {an |n∈S} characterized by the system of equations∑

e|m

efm/ep,e =
∑
e|pm

eapm/ee

indexed by m∈S/p. The lemma is equivalent to the statement that for all m∈S/p,
one has fp,m≡apm mod p, which we proceed to prove by induction on m∈S/p. Since
fp,1=ap1+pap, the statement holds for m=1. So we let m>1 and assume that for all
proper divisors e of m, fp,e≡ape mod p. This implies that efm/ep,e ≡eapm/ee mod pvp(m)+1

by the argument at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 1.1. We now write∑
e|m

efm/ep,e =
∑
e|m

eapm/ee +
∑
e|pm
e-m

eapm/ee

and note that if e|pm and e-m, then vp(e)=vp(m)+1. Therefore, we may conclude that
mfp,m≡mapm mod pvp(m)+1A. But the free ring on {an |n∈S} is torsion free, so fp,m≡apm
mod p as desired. This completes the proof.

Lemma 1.9. Let m be an integer, let A be a ring, and let S be a truncation set. If
m is invertible in A, then m is invertible in WS(A); and if m is a non-zero-divisor in
A, then m is a non-zero-divisor in WS(A).

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.6, we may assume that S is finite. We
proceed by induction on S beginning from the trivial case S=∅. So let S be non-
empty and assume the statement for all proper sub-truncation sets of S. We let n∈S be
maximal, and let T=S\{n}. In this situation, we have the exact sequence

0 // W{1}(A)
Vn // WS(A)

RS
T // WT (A) // 0,

from which the induction step readily follows, since W{1}(A)=A.
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Let p be a prime number. We say that a sub-truncation set of the truncation set

P = {1, p, p2, ... }⊂N

is a p-typical truncation set. For instance, if S is any truncation set, then S∩P is
a p-typical truncation set. The p-typical truncation sets T⊂P are T=∅, T=P , and
T={1, p, ..., pn−1}, where n is a positive integer. The ring WP (A) is called the ring of
p-typical Witt vectors and the ring W{1,p,...,pn−1}(A) is called the ring of p-typical Witt
vectors of length n in A.

Proposition 1.10. Let p be a prime number, let S be a truncation set, and let I(S)
be the set of k∈S not divisible by p. If A is a ring in which every k∈I(S) is invertible,
then the ring homomorphism

WS(A)
g

//
∏

k∈I(S)

W(S/k)∩P (A)

whose k-th component is gk=R
S/k
(S/k)∩P �Fk is an isomorphism.

Proof. We have the commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms

WS(A)
∏

W(S/k)∩P (A)

AS
∏

A(S/k)∩P ,

g
//

w

��

∏
w

��
gw

//

where the products on the right-hand side range over k∈I(S) and where gw is the map
whose kth component gwk is given by gwk (a)pv =apvk. The map gw is a bijection since
the sets S∩kP with k∈I(S) partition S and since the maps S∩kP!(S/k)∩P that take
pvk to pv are bijections. Let hw be the inverse of gw. We claim that there exists a
natural function h:

∏
W(S/k)∩P (A)!WS(A) such that w�h=hw �(

∏
w). Granting this,

the equalities gw �hw=id and hw �gw=id imply that g�h=id and h�g=id, which proves
the proposition.

To prove the claim, it suffices to show that, in the universal case, where A is the free
Z[I(S)−1]-algebra generated by {ak,pv |k∈I(S) and pv∈(S/k)∩P} and a=(ak) with ak=
(ak,pv )∈W(S/k)∩P (A), the element x=(hw �(

∏
w))(a) is in the image of w: WS(A)!AS .

The unique Z[I(S)−1]-algebra homomorphism φp:A!A that to ak,pv associates apk,pv is a
lift of the Frobenius endomorphism of A/pA. Also, all prime numbers `∈S different from
p are invertible in A. Thus, we conclude from Lemma 1.1 that the sequence x=〈xn |n∈S〉
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is in the image of the ghost map if and only if for all n=pvk∈S with k∈I(S) and v>1,
xpvk≡φp(xpv−1k) mod pvA. But xpvk=wpv (ak) and φp(xpv−1k)=φp(wpv−1(ak)) which
are congruent modulo pvA by Lemma 1.1. Hence, there exists a vector h(a)∈WS(A)
such that x=w(h(a)) and this vector is unique, as A is torsion free. The vector h(a), in
turn, uniquely determines the desired natural map h. This completes the proof.

Example 1.11. If S={1, 2, ..., n}, then (S/k)∩P={1, p, ..., ps−1}, where s=s(n, k) is
the unique integer with ps−1k6n<psk. Hence, if every integer 16k6n not divisible by
p is invertible in A, then Proposition 1.10 gives an isomorphism

W{1,2,...,n}(A) ∼ //
∏

W{1,p,...,ps−1}(A),

where the product ranges over integers 16k6n not divisible by p and s=s(n, k).

Lemma 1.12. If A is an Fp-algebra, then for every truncation set S,

Vp�Fp = p·id: WS(A)−!WS(A).

Proof. We first reduce to the case where S is a p-typical truncation set. It follows
from Lemma 1.5 that the following diagram, where the products range over k∈I(S) and
where the vertical maps are the isomorphisms of Proposition 1.10, commutes:

WS(A) WS/p(A) WS(A)

∏
W(S/k)∩P (A)

∏
W(S/pk)∩P (A)

∏
W(S/k)∩P (A).

Fp
//

Vp
//

g

��

g

��

g

��∏
Fp

//

∏
Vp

//

Accordingly, it will suffice to prove the lemma for p-typical truncation sets S, and we
may further assume that S is finite. It follows from Lemma 1.5 (iii) that

Vp�Fp =Vp([1]S/p)·id: WS(A)−!WS(A),

and we proceed to prove that Vp([1]S/p)=p[1]S by induction on the cardinality n of S.
The case n=0 holds trivially, so we let S={1, p, ..., pn−1} be the p-typical truncation
set of cardinality n>0 and assume that the identity in question has been proved for all
proper sub-truncation sets T⊂S. The exact sequences

0 // W{1}(A)
Vpn−1

// WS(A)
RS

S/p
// WS/p(A) // 0
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furnish an induction argument showing that WS(A) is annihilated by pn. In particular,
Vp([1]S/p) is annihilated by pn−1. Moreover, it follows from Addendum 1.7 that

[p]S = p[1]S+
∑

0<s<n

1
ps

(pp
s

−pp
s−1

)Vps([1]S/ps)

and the left-hand side vanishes, since A is an Fp-algebra. The inductive hypothesis shows
that Vps([1]S/ps)=ps−1Vp([1]S/p), so the formula above becomes

0 = p[1]S+(pp
n−1−1−1)Vp([1]S/p).

But pn−1−1>n−1, so Vp([1]S/p)=p[1]S which proves the induction step.

Let A be a p-torsion-free ring equipped with a ring homomorphism φ:A!A such
that φ(a)≡ap mod pA. By Lemma 1.1, there is a unique ring homomorphism

λφ:A−!WP (A)

such that wpn �λφ=φn. We define sφ:A!WP (A/pA) to be the composition of λφ and
the map induced by the canonical projection of A onto A/pA. We recall that A/pA is
said to be perfect, if the Frobenius endomorphism ϕ:A/pA!A/pA is an automorphism.

Proposition 1.13. Let p be a prime number, let n be a non-negative integer, and
let S be the finite p-typical truncation set of cardinality n. Let A be a p-torsion-free ring
equipped with a ring homomorphism φ:A!A such that φ(a)≡ap mod pA and suppose
that A/pA is perfect. In this situation, the map sφ induces an isomorphism

A/pnA
s̄φ

// WS(A/pA).

Proof. We claim that the map sφ induces a map s̄φ as stated. Indeed, the restriction
map RPS : WP (A/pA)!WS(A/pA) has kernel VpnWP (A/pA), and

VpnWP (A/pA) =VpnWP (ϕn(A/pA))=VpnFpnW(A/pA) = pnWP (A/pA),

where the left-hand equality follows from A/pA being perfect, the middle equality from
Lemma 1.8, and the right-hand equality from Lemma 1.12. Now, the proof is completed
by an induction argument based on the commutative diagram

0 A/pA A/pnA A/pn−1A 0

0 A/pA WS(A/pA) WS/p(A/pA) 0,

//
pn−1

//
pr

//

ϕn−1

��

s̄φ

��

s̄φ

��

//

//
Vpn−1

//
RS

S/p
// //

where the top horizontal sequence is exact since A is p-torsion free, and where the left-
hand vertical map is an isomorphism as A/pA is perfect.
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We return to the ring of big Witt vectors. We prove that the underlying additive
group of the ring W(A) is naturally isomorphic to the multiplicative group

Λ(A) = (1+tA[[t]])∗

of power series with constant term 1. We also view the set tA[[t]] of power series with con-
stant term 0 as an abelian group under coefficientwise addition. We recall the following
result from [8, §1]; see also [12, Proposition 17.2.9].

Proposition 1.14. The diagram of natural group homomorphisms

W(A)
γ

//

w

��

Λ(A)

t d
dt

log

��

AN γw

// tA[[t]],

where γ(a1, a2, ... )=
∏
n>1(1−antn)−1 and γw〈x1, x2, ... 〉=

∑
n>1 xnt

n, commutes, and
the horizontal maps are isomorphisms.

Proof. It is clear that the maps in the diagram are natural transformations of func-
tors from the category of rings to the category of sets. Moreover, the calculation

t
d

dt
log
(∏
e>1

(1−aete)−1

)
=−

∑
e>1

t
d

dt
log(1−aete) =

∑
e>1

eaet
e

1−aete

=
∑
e>1

∑
q>1

eaqet
qe =

∑
n>1

(∑
e|n

ean/ee

)
tn

shows that the diagram commutes. It is also clear that the two vertical maps are group
homomorphisms and that the map γw is an isomorphism of abelian groups. This implies
that the map γ is a group homomorphism. Indeed, if A is torsion free, then the vertical
maps are both injective, and in general, we choose a surjective ring homomorphism
A′!A from a torsion-free ring and use that W(−) and Λ(−) both take surjective ring
homomorphisms to surjective group homorphisms.

It remains to show that γ is a bijection. To this end, we write∏
n>1

(1−antn)−1 =(1+b1t+b2t2+... )−1,

where the coefficient bn is given by the sum bn=
∑

(−1)rai1 ... air that ranges over all
16i1<...<ir6n such that i1+2i2+...+rir=n. It follows that the Witt coordinates an
are uniquely determined, recursively, by the coefficients bn, and hence, that γ is a bijection
as stated.
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Remark 1.15. We will always consider the set Λ(A)=1+tA[[t]] as a ring with the
unique ring structure that makes the map γ: W(A)!Λ(A) a ring isomorphism. This ring
structure is characterized by begin natural in A, by addition being given by power series
multiplication, and by the product satisfying

(1−at)−1∗(1−bt)−1 =(1−abt)−1

for all a, b∈A; compare [11, §4]. We remark that (1−t)−1 is the multiplicative unit
element in Λ(A). The reader is warned, however, that there exists four different ring
structures on the set 1+tA[[t]] satisfying the first two of these requirements but with the
last requirement replaced by the four possible choices of signs in the product formula
(1±at)±1∗(1±bt)±1=(1±abt)±1. The choice ++ is used in [11], [1], [3], while the choice
−+ is used in [12, §17.2]. The four different rings Λ(A)±± are all naturally isomorphic,
the natural isomorphism u±±: Λ(A)!Λ(A)±± given by u±±(f(t))=(1±t)±1∗f(t), where
the product is evaluated in Λ(A). We also write γ±±: W(A)!Λ(A)±± for the natural
ring isomorphism γ±±=u±±�γ; in particular, γ=γ−−.

Addendum 1.16. The map γ induces an isomorphism of abelian groups

WS(A)
γS // ΛS(A),

where ΛS(A) is the quotient of the multiplicative group Λ(A)=(1+tA[[t]])∗ by the sub-
group IS(A) of all power series of the form

∏
n∈N\S(1−antn)−1.

Proof. The kernel of the restriction map RN
S : W(A)!WS(A) is equal to the subset

of all vectors a=(an |n∈N) such that an=0, if n∈S. The image of this subset by the
map γ is the subset IS(A)⊂Λ(A).

Example 1.17. If S={1, 2, ..., n}, then IS(A)=(1+tn+1A[[t]])∗. Hence, in this case,
Addendum 1.16 gives an isomorphism of abelian groups

W{1,2,...,n}(A)
γS // (1+tA[[t]])∗/(1+tn+1A[[t]])∗.

For A a Z(p)-algebra, the structure of this group was examined in Example 1.11.

Lemma 1.18. Let A be an arbitrary ring. For every prime number p, the natural
ring homomorphism Fp: W(A)!W(A) satisfies that Fp(a)≡ap mod pW(A).

Proof. By naturality, it suffices to consider A=Z[a1, a2, ... ] and a=(a1, a2, ... ) and
show that there exists b∈W(A) with Fp(a)−ap=pb. We have

wn(Fp(a)−ap) =
∑
e|pn

eapn/ee −
(∑

e|n

ean/ee

)p
,
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which clearly is congruent to zero modulo pA. So we let x=〈xn |n∈N〉 with

xn =
1
p
wn(Fp(a)−ap)

and employ Lemma 1.1 to show that x=w(b) with b∈W(A). To this end, we must show
that for every prime number ` and every n∈`N,

xn≡φ`(xn/`) mod `v`(n)A,

where φ`:A!A is the unique ring homomorphism that takes an to a`n. The congruence
in question is equivalent to the statement that

wn(Fp(a)−ap)≡φ`(wn/`(Fp(a)−ap))
{

mod `v`(n)A, if ` 6= p and n∈ `N,
mod pvp(n)+1A, if `= p and n∈ pN.

If ` 6=p, the statement follows from Lemma 1.1, and if `=p and n∈pN, we find that

wn(Fp(a)−ap)−φp(wn/p(Fp(a)−ap))

=
∑
e|pn

eapn/ee −
(∑

e|n

ean/ee

)p
−
∑
e|n

eapn/ee +
( ∑
e|n/p

ean/ee

)p
.

If e|pn and e-n, then vp(e)=vp(n)+1, so∑
e|pn

eapn/ee ≡
∑
e|n

eapn/ee mod pvp(n)+1A.

Similarly, if e|n and e-n/p, then vp(e)=vp(n), and hence,∑
e|n

ean/ee ≡
∑
e|n/p

ean/ee mod pvp(n)A.

But then (∑
e|n

ean/ee

)p
≡
( ∑
e|n/p

ean/ee

)p
mod pvp(n)+1A

as required; compare the proof of Lemma 1.1.

We next recall the following result of Cartier from [12, Theorem 17.6.17].

Proposition 1.19. There exists a unique natural ring homomorphism

∆ =∆A: W(A)−!W(W(A))
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such that for every positive integer n,

wn�∆ =Fn: W(A)−!W(A).

In addition, the following diagrams, where εA=w1: W(A)!A, commute:

W(A) W(W(A)) W(A) W(W(W(A))) W(W(A))

W(A) W(W(A)) W(A).

and

εW(A)
oo

W(εA)
//

∆A

OOLLLLLLLLLL

LLLLLLLLLL

rrrrrrrrrr

rrrrrrrrrr

∆W(A)
oo

W(∆A)

OO

∆Aoo

∆A

OO

Proof. We first prove that a natural ring homomorphism as stated exists. It suffices
to prove that in the universal case A=Z[a1, a2, ... ] and a=(a1, a2, ... ), there exists an
element ∆A(a)∈W(W(A) whose image by the ghost map

w: W(W(A))−!W(A)N

is the sequence 〈Fn(a)|n∈N〉. It follows from Lemma 1.9 that, in this case, the ghost
map is injective, so the element ∆A(a) necessarily is unique. Now Lemmas 1.1 and 1.18
show that the sequence 〈Fn(a)|n∈N〉 is in the image of the ghost map if and only if for
every prime number p and n∈pN, the congruence

Fn(a)≡Fp(Fn/p(a)) mod pvp(n)W(A)

holds. But in fact equality holds by Lemma 1.5 (iv), so we conclude that the desired
element ∆A(a) with wn(∆A(a))=Fn(a) exists. Hence, there exists a unique natural ring
homomorphism ∆ such that wn�∆=Fn for every n∈N. Finally, one readily verifies the
commutativity of the two diagrams in the statement by evaluating the corresponding
maps in ghost coordinates.

Remark 1.20. The map ∆n: W(A)!W(A) given by the nth Witt component of the
map ∆ is generally not a ring homomorphism. For example, for a prime number p, the
map ∆p is the unique natural solution to the equation

Fp(a) = ap+p∆p(a).

We also note that the map ∆ has the property that for all a∈A,

∆([a])= [[a]].

Indeed, we may assume that A=Z[a], in which case the ghost map is injective, and
applying wn on both sides, we get Fn([a])=[a]n which holds by Lemma 1.5 (v).
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The natural transformation ∆ in Proposition 1.19 is called the universal λ-operation.
Using it, we may restate Grothendieck’s definition of a λ-ring from [11] as follows.

Definition 1.21. A λ-ring is a pair (A, λ) of a ring A and a ring homomorphism
λ:A!W(A) that makes the diagrams

A W(A) W(W(A)) W(A)

A W(A) A

and

εAoo
IIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIIIII
λ

OO

∆Aoo

W(λ)

OO

λ

OO

λoo

commute. A morphism of λ-rings f : (A, λA)!(B, λB) is a ring homomorphism f :A!B
with the property that λB �f=W(f)�λA.

If (A, λ) is a λ-ring (A, λ), then we write λn:A!A for the map that to a assigns
the nth Witt component λn(a) of the Witt vector λ(a). The map λn is generally neither
additive nor multiplicative.

Remark 1.22. We recall the translation between the above definition of a λ-ring and
the original definition by Grothendieck as stated in [3, Definition V.2.4] (or in [11] and [1,
§1], where a λ-ring is called a special λ-ring), emphasizing the choices of signs; see also [12,
§E.2.1]. The commutativity of the diagrams in Proposition 1.19 express that the triple
(W(−),∆, ε) is a comonad on the category of commutative rings, and the commutativity
of the diagrams in Definition 1.21 express that the pair (A, λ) is a coalgebra over this
comonad. Similarly, in the original definition, a λ-ring is defined to be a coalgebra (A, λt)
over the comonad (Λ(−)++,∆t, εt), where Λ(−)++ is the functor from the category of
commutative rings to itself defined in Remark 1.15; εt,A: Λ(A)++!A is the natural ring
homomorphism defined by εt,A(1+a1t+... )=a1; and ∆t,A: Λ(A)++!Λ(Λ(A)++)++ is the
unique natural ring homomorphism that is a section of εt,Λ(A)++ and satisfies that for all
a∈A,

∆t,A(1+at) = 1+(1+at2)t1.

We claim that the natural ring isomorphism γ++ is an isomorphism of comonads from
(W(−),∆, ε) to (Λ(−)++,∆t, εt) in the sense that if (A, λ) is a coalgebra over the former
comonad, then (A, γ++�λ) is a coalgebra over the latter comonad. Indeed, this follows
immediately from the above characterization of ∆t and from the formula ∆A([a])=[[a]]
from Remark 1.20. This shows that the two definitions of a λ-ring agree. Finally, we
remark that if (A, λ) is a λ-ring and if we expand λt=γ++�λ as

λt(a) = 1+λ1(a)t+λ2(a)t2+...+λn(a)tn+...,
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then λn:A!A is called the n-th exterior operation associated with (A, λ); it should not
be confused with λn:A!A. Similarly, if we expand σt=γ�λ as

σt(a) = 1+σ1(a)t+σ2(a)t2+...+σn(a)tn+...,

then σn:A!A is called the n-th symmetric operation associated with (A, λ).

Definition 1.23. Let (A, λ) be a λ-ring. The associated n-th Adams operation is the
composite ring homomorphism ψn=wn�λ:A!A.

We note that, by Proposition 1.14, the series ψt(a)=
∑
n>1 ψn(a)t

n is given by either
one of the following formulas which are, perhaps, more familiar:

ψt(a) = t
d

dt
log σt(a) and ψ−t(a) =−t d

dt
log λt(a).

We recall the following standard properties of the Adams operations, and mention Wilk-
erson’s result [28, Proposition 1.2] that, if A is a ring flat over Z equipped with a family of
ring endomorphisms ψn satisfying (i)–(iii) below, then there is a unique λ-ring structure
on A for which the ψn are the associated Adams operators.

Lemma 1.24. Let (A, λ) be a λ-ring. The associated Adams operations satisfy the
following properties:

(i) the map ψ1 is the identity map of A;
(ii) for all positive integers m and n, ψm�ψn=ψmn;
(iii) for every prime number p and a∈A, ψp(a)≡ap mod pA.

Proof. The properties (i) and (iii) follow immediately from the definitions, and (ii)
follows from the identities

ψm�ψn =wm�λ�wn�λ=wm�wn�W(λ)�λ

=wm�wn�∆�λ=wm�Fn�λ=wmn�λ=ψmn.

Here, the second identity follows from the naturality of wn; the third identity from the
definition of a λ-ring; the fourth identity from the definition of the map ∆; and the fifth
identity from the definition of the map Fn.

Finally, we recall the following general theorem which was proved independently by
Borger [6, Theorem B], [5, Corollary 15.4] and van der Kallen [20, Theorem 2.4].

Theorem 1.25. Let f :A!B be an étale morphism, let S be a finite truncation set,
and let n be a positive integer. Then the induced morphism

WS(A) WS(B)
WS(f)

//
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is étale and the square diagram

WS(A) WS(B)

WS/n(A) WS/n(B)

WS(f)
//

Fn

�� WS/n(f)
//

Fn

��

is a cocartesian square of rings.

We remark that in loc. cit., the Theorem 1.25 is stated only for the finite truncation
sets 〈n〉 that consist of all divisors of a given positive integer n. However, as explained
in [6, §9.5], the case of a general finite truncation set readily follows from the special
case.

2. Modules and derivations over λ-rings

In general, if C is a category in which finite limits exist and if X is an object of C , then
Beck, in his thesis [2, Definition 5], defines the category of X-modules to be the category
(C /X)ab of abelian group objects in the category over X. He also defines the derivations
from X to the X-module (Y/X,+Y , 0Y ,−Y ) to be the set

Der(X, (Y/X,+Y , 0Y ,−Y ))= HomC/X(X/X, Y/X)

of morphisms in the category C /X equipped with the abelian group structure induced
by the abelian group object structure on Y/X. In this section, we identify and study
these notions in the case of the category Aλ of λ-rings.

We recall that, in general, an adjunction from a category C to a category D is
a quadruple (F,G, ε, η) of functors F :C!D and G:D!C and natural transformations
ε:F �G⇒idD and η: idC ⇒G�F such that the following composite natural transformations
are equal to the respective identity natural transformations:

F
F �η +3 F �G�F

ε�F +3 F and G
η�G +3 G�F �G

G�ε +3 G;

compare [24, Theorem IV.1.2]. We refer to this requirement by saying that the triangle
identities hold. The natural transformations ε and η are called the counit and the unit
of the adjunction, respectively, and the adjunction is said to be an adjoint equivalence if
they both are isomorphisms. A functor G:D!C is said to admit a left adjoint, if there
exists an adjunction (F,G, ε, η) with G as its second component, and in this case, the
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functor F is said to be a left adjoint of the functor G. If (F ′, G, ε′, η′) is another such
adjunction, then the composition

F
F �η′ +3 F �G�F ′ ε�F ′ +3 F ′

is the unique natural transformation σ:F⇒F ′ with the property that the diagrams

F �G
ε +3

σ�G

��

idD

F ′
�G

ε′ +3 idD

and

idC
η +3 G�F

σ�G

��
idC

η′ +3 G�F ′

commute, and is an isomorphism; see [24, Theorem IV.7.2]. In this sense, a left adjoint
of a functor G, if it exits, is unique, up to unique isomorphism. Similar statements hold
for right adjoint functors.

Let A be the category of rings. We always assume rings to be commutative and
unital, unless otherwise stated. Given a ring A, we define an adjunction (F,G, ε, η) from
the category (A /A)ab of abelian group objects in the over-category A /A to the category
M (A) of A-modules in the usual sense, following Beck [2, Example 8]. So let f :B!A
be an object of A /A, and let

B×AB
+B //

��

B

f

��

A
0B // B

f

��

B
−B //

f

��

B

f

��

A A, A A, A A

be abelian group object structure maps. The functor F associates to the abelian group
object (f,+B , 0B ,−B) the A-module M given by the kernel of f with the A-module
structure a·x=0B(a)x. Conversely, if M is an A-module, then we let AnM be the ring
given by the direct sum A⊕M equipped with the multiplication

(a, x)·(a′, x′) = (aa′, ax′+a′x)

and define G(M) to be the abelian group object (f,+, 0,−), where f :AnM!A is the
canonical projection, and the abelian group object structure maps are given by (a, x)+
(a, x′)=(a, x+x′), 0(a)=(a, 0), and −(a, x)=(a,−x). Finally, we define ε:G�F⇒id by
ε(a, x)=0B(a)+x and η: id⇒F �G by η(x)=(0, x). For later use, we include a proof of
the following result of Beck [2, Example 8].

Lemma 2.1. If A is a ring, then the quadruple (F,G, η, ε) defined above is an adjoint
equivalence of categories from (A /A)ab to M (A).
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Proof. It is clear that η is well defined and a natural isomorphism, and it is also clear
that ε is a natural isomorphism of the underlying additive groups. We must show that ε
is a multiplicative map and a map of abelian group objects; we first consider the latter
statement. So we fix an object (f :B!A,+B , 0B ,−B) of (A /A)ab and let M=ker(f)
with the A-module structure defined above. By definition, we have ε(a, 0)=0B(a) which
shows that ε preserves zero maps. To see that ε preserves addition maps, we first note
that, since +B is a ring homomorphism,

(u+v)+B (u′+v′) = (u+Bu
′)+(v+Bv

′)

for all (u, u′), (v, v′)∈B×AB. In particular, if x, y∈M , then

x+By=(x+0)+B (0+y) = (x+B0)+(0+By) =x+y,

where we also use that 0=0B(0) is a common zero element for the two compositions +
and +B on M . We therefore conclude that for all a∈A and x, x′∈M ,

ε(a, x)+Bε(a, x′) = (0(a)+x)+B (0(a)+x′)

= (0(a)+B0(a))+(x+Bx
′) = 0(a)+(x+x′) = ε(a, x+x′),

as desired. We have showed that ε is compatible with the zero and addition maps; but
then it is also compatible with negation maps.

It remains to prove that the map ε is multiplicative, or equivalently, that M⊂B
is a square-zero ideal. Since +B :B×AB!B is a ring homomorphism, we have that
uv+Bu

′v′=(u+Bu
′)(v+Bv

′), for all (u, u′), (v, v′)∈B×AB. In particular,

xy+x′y′ =(x+y)(x′+y′)

for all x, x′, y, y′∈M , since +B=+ on M . Taking y=x′=0, we find that xy′=0 for all
x, y′∈M as desired. This completes the proof.

We will prove the analogous statement for λ-rings in Proposition 2.10 below, but
first we examine the Witt vectors of AnM . The polynomials sn, pn, and in that define
the sum, product, and opposite in the ring of Witt vectors all have constant term zero.
Therefore, the ring of Witt vectors is defined also for non-unital rings. Moreover, modulo
terms of higher degree, these polynomials are congruent to an+bn, anbn, and−an, respec-
tively, as one readily proves by induction. Therefore, if M is an abelian group considered
as a non-unital ring with zero multiplication, then the non-unital ring WS(M) has zero
multiplication and its underlying additive group is equal to MS with componentwise ad-
dition. In the same way, one shows that the polynomials fn,e and dm,e that define the nth
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Frobenius map and the universal λ-operation all have constant term zero and that they
are congruent to nane and ame, respectively, modulo terms of higher degree. Therefore,
for M as above, the map Fn: WS(M)!WS/n(M) takes (xm |m∈S) to (nxne |e∈S/n) and
the map ∆M : W(M)!W(W(M)) takes (xm |m∈N) to ((xme |e∈N)|m∈N).

Lemma 2.2. Let S be a truncation set, A be a ring, and M be an A-module. The
canonical inclusions induce a ring isomorphism

in1∗ + in2∗: WS(A)nWS(M)−!WS(AnM),

provided that WS(M) is given the WS(A)-module structure, where for a∈WS(A) and
x∈WS(M), ax∈WS(M) has Witt components (ax)n=wn(a)xn.

Proof. We consider the following diagram of rings and ring homomorphisms, whose
underlying diagram of additive groups is split-exact.

0 // M
in2 // AnM

pr1
// A //

in1oo 0.

It induces the following diagram of rings and ring homomorphisms, whose underlying
diagram of additive groups again is split-exact.

0 // WS(M)
in2∗ // WS(AnM)

pr1∗
// WS(A) //

in1∗oo 0.

It follows that the map of the statement is a ring isomorphism, if WS(M) is given
the WS(A)-module structure such that in2∗(ax)=in1∗(a) in2∗(x), for all a∈WS(A) and
x∈WS(M). It remains to prove that ax is equal to the Witt vector y with nth component
wn(a)xn. Since every ring admits a surjective ring homomorphism from a torsion-free
ring, we may assume that A and M are both torsion free. Moreover, since the ghost map
is injective in this case, it will suffice to show that wn(ax)=wn(y), or equivalently, that
in2(wn(ax))=in2(wn(y)), for all n>1. Now, since wn is a natural ring homomorphism,
we find that for all n>1,

in2(wn(ax))=wn(in2∗(ax))=wn(in1∗(a) in2∗(x))=wn(in1∗(a))wn(in2∗(x))

= in1(wn(a)) in2(wn(x))= in2(wn(a)wn(x))= in2(nwn(a)xn)

= in2(nyn) = in2(wn(y))

as desired. Here the fifth equality follows from the definition of the multiplication on the
ring AnM .
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Addendum 2.3. Let S be a truncation set, A be a ring, and M be an A-module.
If a∈WS(A) and x∈WS(M), then the Witt components bn=(an, yn) of the Witt vector
b=in1∗(a)+in2∗(x)∈WS(AnM) satisfy that for all n∈S,∑

e|n

an/e−1
e ye =xn.

Proof. We may assume that A and M are torsion free and proceed to calculate wn(b)
in two different ways. First, since wn is a natural ring homomorphism, we have

wn(b) =wn(in1∗(a))+wn(in2∗(x))= in1(wn(a))+in2(wn(x))

= (wn(a), wn(x))=
(∑

e|n

ean/ee , nxn

)
.

Second, by the definition of the multiplication in AnM , we have

wn(b) =
∑
e|n

ebn/ee =
∑
e|n

e(ae, ye)n/e =
(∑

e|n

ean/ee ,
∑
e|n

nan/e−1
e ye

)
.

The stated formula follows as M was assumed to be torsion free.

Example 2.4. Let p be a prime number. Then yp=xp−ap−1
1 x1.

In general, if f :A!B is a ring homomorphism and if M and N are modules over
A and B, respectively, then we define an f -linear map h:M!N to be an additive map
such that h(ax)=f(a)h(x), for all a∈A and x∈M . In the following, given an A-module
M and a truncation set S⊂N, we write WS(M) for the WS(A)-module given by the set
MS with componentwise addition and with the scalar multiplication of a∈WS(A) and
x∈WS(M) defined by to be the element ax∈WS(M) with

(ax)n =ψA,n(a)xn

for all n∈S; compare Definition 1.23 and Lemma 2.2. We remark that if M is the ring
A considered as a module over itself via multiplication, then the WS(A)-module WS(M)
defined above usually is not the same as the ring WS(A) considered as a module over
itself via multiplication. To avoid confusion, we will use WS(A) to indicate the ring of
Witt vectors only and will not use it to indicate either module over this ring.

Definition 2.5. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring. An (A, λA)-module is a pair (M,λM ) of an
A-module M and a λA-linear map

λM :M −!W(M)
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with the property that the diagrams

M W(M) W(W(M)) W(M)

M W(M) M

and

εMoo
IIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIIII
λM

OO

∆Moo

W(λ)

OO

λM

OO

λMoo

commute. A morphism h: (M,λM )!(N,λN ) of (A, λ)-modules is an A-linear map
h:M!N such that λN �h=W(h)�λM .

Remark 2.6. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring, M be an A-module, and λM :M!W(M) be
a map. Then (M,λM ) is an (A, λA)-module if and only if the components λM,n:M!M
are ψA,n-linear and satisfy λM,1=idM and λM,m�λM,n=λM,mn, for all m,n∈N. Hence,
we may identify the category M (A, λA) with the category M (Aψ[N]) of left modules
over the twisted monoid algebra Aψ[N] by associating to the (A, λA)-module (M,λM )
the left Aψ[N]-module given by the A-module M and with n∈N acting through the map
λM,n:M!M . In particular, the category M (A, λA) is abelian.

Example 2.7. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring. The functor that to an (A, λA)-module
(M,λM ) assigns the underlying set of M has a left adjoint functor that to the set S
assigns the free (A, λA)-module (F (S), λF (S)) defined as follows. The A-module F (S) is
defined to be the free A-module generated by the symbols λF (S),n(s), where s∈S and
n∈N, and λF (S):F (S)!W(F (S)) is defined to be the map with mth component

λF (S),m

(∑
s∈S
n∈N

as,nλF (S),n(s)

)
=
∑
s∈S
n∈N

ψA,m(as,n)λF (S),mn(s).

It follows from Remark 2.6 that the pair (F (S), λF (S)) is an (A, λA)-module. The unit
of the adjunction maps s∈S to λF (S),1(s)∈F (S), and the counit of the adjunction maps∑
ax,nλF (M),n(x)∈F (M) to

∑
ax,nλM,n(x)∈M . It is straightforward to verify that the

triangle identities hold.

Example 2.8. If (A, λA) is a λ-ring, then there is an (A, λA)-module (M,λM ) defined
by setting M=A and λM,n=ψA,n. This (A, λA)-module is not a free (A, λA)-module in
the sense of Example 2.7, except in trivial cases. We warn the reader that the pair
(A, λA) is typically not an (A, λA)-module, let alone a free (A, λA)-module; compare the
discussion preceding Definition 2.5.

Example 2.9. Let A be a ring, unital and commutative, and let K∗(A) be the graded
ring given by the Quillen K-groups. The ring K0(A) has a canonical λ-ring structure de-
fined by Grothendieck [11], and for all q>1, the group Kq(A) has a canonical structure of
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a module over this λ-ring defined by Kratzer [22] and Quillen [18]. The (K0(A), λK0(A))-
module structure maps are given by

λKq(A),n =(−1)n−1λnKq(A):Kq(A)−!Kq(A)

with λnKq(A) defined in [22, Théorème 5.1].

Let U :Aλ!A be the forgetful functor from the category of λ-rings to the category
of rings that to a λ-ring (A, λ) assigns the underlying ring A. It admits the right adjoint
functor R:A!Aλ defined by R(A)=(W(A),∆A) with the counit and unit maps defined
by λ: (A, λ)!(W(A),∆A) and εA: W(A)!A, respectively. The forgetful functor U also
admits a left adjoint, but this will not be relevant for the discussion below. Since W(−)
preserves limits, the forgetful functor U creates limits. Indeed, if {(Ai, λi)} is a diagram
of λ-rings and if {pi:A!Ai} is a limit in A of the diagram {Ai}, then {W(pi): W(A)!
W(Ai)} is a limit in A of the diagram {W(Ai)}. Therefore, we conclude that the
pair (A, λ), where λ:A!W(A) is defined to be the unique map with ith component
λi�pi:A!W(Ai), is a λ-ring and that the family {pi: (A, λ)!(Ai, λi)} is a limit in Aλ

of the given diagram. It follows that for a λ-ring (A, λA), we obtain an adjunction

Aλ/(A, λA) A /A,
U(A,λA)

//

R(A,λA)

oo

where the left adjoint functor U(A,λA) takes f : (B, λB)!(A, λA) to f :B!A, the right
adjoint functor R(A,λA) takes f :B!A to p2: (C, λC)!(A, λA), for

(C, λC)
p1 //

p2

��

(W(B),∆B)

W(f)

��

(A, λA)
λA // (W(A),∆A)

a choice of a pullback, the counit is εB �p1, and the unit is the unique map with com-
ponents λB and f . Since the functors U(A,λA) and R(A,λA) both preserve limits, this
adjunction, in turn, induces an adjunction

(Aλ/(A, λA))ab (A /A)ab
U(A,λA)

//

R(A,λA)

oo

between the associated categories of abelian group objects. Corresponding to this, we
have the adjunction

M (A, λA) M (A),
U ′ //

R′
oo
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where the left adjoint functor U ′ takes (M,λM ) to M , the right adjoint functor R′

takes N to (λA∗(W(N)),∆N ), and the counit and unit maps are defined to be the maps
εN :λA∗(W(N))!N and λM : (M,λM )!(λA∗(W(M)),∆M ), respectively. Here we write
λA∗(W(N)) for the W(A)-module W(N) considered as an A-module via λA.

Proposition 2.10. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring. There exists, up to unique isomor-
phism, a unique adjunction (Fλ, Gλ, ελ, ηλ) from (Aλ/(A, λA))ab to M (A, λA) such that,
in the following diagram, the square of left adjoint functors commutes:

(A /A)ab M (A)

(Aλ/(A, λA))ab M (A, λA).

F //

G
oo

U(A,λA)

OO

R(A,λA)

�� Fλ
//

Gλ

oo

U ′

OO

R′

��

Moreover, the adjunction (Fλ, Gλ, ελ, ηλ) is an adjoint equivalence of categories.

We remark that, by the uniqueness statement for adjoints, which we recalled at
the beginning of the section, the commutativity of the square of left adjoint functors in
the diagram in Proposition 2.10 implies that the corresponding square of right adjoint
functors commutes, up to unique natural isomorphism.

Proof. If (f,+, 0,−) is an object of (Aλ/(A, λA))ab with underlying map of λ-rings
f : (B, λB)!(A, λA), then we define Fλ(f,+,−, 0) to be the pair (M,λM ) of the kernel
M=F (f) of f and the induced map λM :M!W(M) of kernels of the vertical maps in
the diagram

B W(B)

A W(A).

λB //

f

��

W(f)

��
λA //

We note that U ′
�Fλ=F �U(A,λA) as stated. Conversely, if (M,λM ) is an (A, λA)-module,

then we define Gλ(M,λM ) to be the abelian group object G(M) in A /A with the un-
derlying ring B=AnM equipped with the λ-ring structure λB :B!W(B) given by the
composite map

AnM W(A)nW(M) W(AnM);
λA⊕λM //

in1∗ + in2∗ //

compare Lemma 2.2. To prove that Gλ(M,λM ) is well defined, we must show (a) that
(B, λB) is a λ-ring; (b) that the canonical projection f : (B, λB)!(A, λA) is a λ-ring
homomorphism; and (c) that the abelian group object structure maps +B , 0B , and −B on
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f :B!A are λ-ring homomorphisms. First, the map λA⊕λM is a ring homomorphism,
since λM is a λA-linear map. Moreover, Lemma 2.2 shows that also in1∗ + in2∗ is a
ring homomorphism, so λB is a ring homomorphism. To prove (a), it remains to show
that the diagrams in Definition 1.21 commute. The left-hand diagram commutes, since
εA�λA=idA and εM �λM=idM , and since in1∗ + in2∗ is the identity map on the first Witt
component. To see that the right-hand square commutes, we consider the following larger
diagram:

W(W(AnM)) W(AnM)

W(W(A)nW(M)) W(W(A))nW(W(M)) W(A)nW(M)

W(AnM) W(A)nW(M) AnM.

∆AnM
oo

W(in1∗ + in2∗)

OO

in1∗ + in2∗

OO

in1∗ + in2∗oo
∆A⊕∆Moo

W(λA⊕λM )

OO

W(λA)⊕W(λM )

OO

λA⊕λM

OO

in1∗ + in2∗oo
λA⊕λMoo

Here, the lower right-hand square commutes, since (A, λA) is a λ-ring and since (M,λM )
is an (A, λA)-module, and the lower left-hand square commutes by the naturality of
in1∗ + in2∗. To prove that the upper rectangular diagram commutes, it suffices to show
that the two compositions with the nth ghost map

W(W(AnM))
wn // W(AnM)

agree. This, in turn, follows from the calculation

wn�∆AnM �(in1∗ + in2∗) =Fn�(in1∗ + in2∗)

= (in1∗ + in2∗)�(Fn⊕Fn)

= (in1∗ + in2∗)�(wn⊕wn)�(∆A⊕∆M )

= (in1∗ + in2∗)�wn�(in1∗ + in2∗)�(∆A⊕∆M )

=wn�W(in1∗ + in2∗)�(in1∗ + in2∗)�(∆A⊕∆M ),

where the first and third equalities hold by the definition of ∆, the second and fourth
equalities hold by the naturality of in1∗ + in2∗, and the fifth equality holds by the natu-
rality of wn. This proves (a). Next, if h: (M,λM )!(N,λN ) is a map of (A, λA)-modules,
then the following diagram commutes:

AnM W(A)nW(M) W(AnM)

AnN W(A)nW(N) W(AnN).

λA⊕λM //
in1∗ + in2∗ //

id⊕h
��

id⊕h∗
��

(id⊕h)∗
��

λA⊕λN //
in1∗ + in2∗ //
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Taking (N,λN ) to be the trivial (A, λA)-module, (b) follows. We use other instances
of this diagram to prove (c). The maps 0B and −B are induced by the (A, λA)-module
maps 0M : (0, id)!(M,λM ) and −M : (M,λM )!(M,λM ) that map 0 to 0 and x to −x,
respectively. Hence, the diagram shows that both are λ-ring homomorphisms. Finally,
if we define λM⊕M to be the composition map

M⊕M W(M)⊕W(M) W(M⊕M),
λM⊕λM //

in1∗ + in2∗ //

then (M⊕M,λM⊕M ) is a direct sum of the (A, λA)-module (M,λM ) with itself. Now,
the addition map +B is given by the map

(An(M⊕M), λAn(M⊕M))
id⊕+M // (AnM,λAnM ),

where +M : (M⊕M,λM⊕M )!(M,λM ) takes (x, y) to x+y. To complete the proof of (c),
we must verify that +M is a map of (A, λA)-modules, that is, that the diagram

M⊕M W(M)⊕W(M) W(M⊕M)

M W(M) W(M)

λM⊕λM //
in1∗ + in2∗ //

+M

��

+W(M)

��

W(+M )

��
λM //

commutes. But the left-hand square commutes, as λM is an additive map, and the
right-hand square commutes, since the addition in W(M) is given by adding the Witt
components of vectors, so (c) follows. This completes the proof that the functor Gλ is
well defined. We also note that, by construction, we have U(A,λA)�G

λ=G�U ′.
Finally, we claim that there are unique natural isomorphisms

Gλ�Fλ
ελ

+3 id and id
ηλ

+3 Fλ�Gλ

such that U(A,λA)(ελ)=ε�U(A,λA) and U ′(ηλ)=η�U ′. Indeed, this amounts to the follow-
ing diagrams being commutative, where, in the bottom diagram, i:M!B is the (chosen)
of kernel of f :B!A:

M W(M) W(M)

AnM W(A)nW(M) W(AnM),

λM //

in2

��

in2

��

in2∗

��
λA⊕λM //

in1∗ + in2∗ //

AnM W(A)nW(M) W(AnM)

B W(B) W(B).

λA⊕λM //
in1∗ + in2∗ //

0B+i

��

0B∗+i∗

��

(0B+i)∗

��
λB //
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The left-hand squares in the two diagrams commute by naturality and the right-hand
squares commute by the universal property of the direct sum.

Remark 2.11. A map of λ-rings f : (B, λB)!(A, λA) gives rise to a functor

f∗:M (A, λA)!M (B, λB)

defined by viewing an (A, λA)-module (N,λN ) as a (B, λB)-module f∗(N,λN ) via the
map f . The functor f∗ has a left adjoint functor f∗ that to a (B, λB)-module (M,λM )
associates the (A, λA)-module f∗(M,λM )=(A, λA)⊗(B,λB)(M,λM ) defined by

(A, λA)⊗(B,λB)(M,λM ) = (A⊗BM,λA⊗BM ),

where λA⊗BM is given by the composition of λA⊗λB
λM and the map

W(A)⊗W(B)W(M)−!W(A⊗BM),

that to a⊗x associates the vector whose nth Witt component is wn(a)⊗xn.

Definition 2.12. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring and let (M,λM ) be an (A, λA)-module. A
derivation from (A, λM ) to (M,λM ) is a map of sets

D: (A, λA)−! (M,λM )

such that the following conditions hold:
(1) for all a, b∈A, D(a+b)=D(a)+D(b);
(2) for all a, b∈A, D(ab)=bD(a)+aD(b);
(3) for all a∈A and n∈N, λM,n(D(a))=

∑
e|n λA,e(a)

n/e−1D(λA,e(a)).
The set of derivations from (A, λA) to (M,λM ) is denoted by Der((A, λA), (M,λM )).

We next show that, under the equivalence of categories given in Proposition 2.10,
Definition 2.12 agrees with Beck’s general definition of a derivation.

Proposition 2.13. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring, let (M,λM ) be an (A, λA)-module, and
let f : (AnM,λAnM )!(A, λA) be the canonical projection. The map

Der((A, λA), (M,λM ))−!HomAλ/(A,λA)(id(A,λA), f)

that to D assigns (idA, D) is a bijection.

Proof. The map from Der(A,M) to HomA /A(idA, f) that takes D to (idA, D) is a
bijection, as is well known and readily verified. We must show that D satisfies (3) if and
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only if (idA, D):A!AnM is a λ-ring homomorphism, and the latter means that the
following diagram commutes:

A W(A)

AnM W(A)nW(M) W(AnM).

λA //

(idA,D)

��

(idA,D)∗

��
λA⊕λM //

in1∗ + in2∗ //

Now, on the one hand, the map (idA, D) takes a to (a,Da) which by λA⊕λM is mapped
to (λA, λM (Da)) whose nth Witt component is (λA,n(a), λM,n(Da)) and, on the other
hand, the eth Witt component of the image of a by the composite map (idA, D)∗�λA
is equal to (λA,e(a), DλA,e(a)). Hence, Lemma 2.2 and Addendum 2.3 show that the
diagram commutes if and only if D satisfies (3).

Lemma 2.14. Let (A, λA) be a λ-ring. There exists a derivation

(A, λA) d // (Ω(A,λA), λΩ(A,λA))

which corepresents the functor that to an (A, λA)-module (M,λM ) assigns the set of
derivations Der((A, λA), (M,λM )).

Proof. We define the target of the map d to be the quotient of the free (A, λA)-
module (F, λF ) generated by {d(a)|a∈A} by the sub-(A, λA)-module (R, λR)⊂(F, λF )
generated by d(a+b)−d(a)−d(b) with a, b∈A; by d(ab)−bd(a)−ad(b) with a, b∈A; and
by λF,n(da)−

∑
e|n λA,e(a)

n/e−1d(λA,e(a)) with a∈A and n∈N. The map d takes a∈A
to the class of d(a) in Ω(A,λA). It is clear from the construction that given a derivation
D: (A, λA)!(M,λM ), there is a well-defined map of (A, λA)-modules

f : (Ω(A,λA), λΩ(A,λA))−! (M,λM )

such that D=f �d and that f is unique with this property. This proves the lemma.

The map d:A!Ω(A,λA) in Lemma 2.14, in particular, is a derivation of the ring A,
and hence, it defines a map of A-modules ΩA!Ω(A,λA). We call this map the canonical
map and now prove Theorem A, which states that it is an isomorphism.

Proof of Theorem A. We consider the diagram of adjunctions

A /A (A /A)ab M (A)

Aλ/(A, λA) (Aλ/(A, λA))ab M (A, λA),

(−)ab
//

i
oo

F //

G
oo

U(A,λA)

OO

R(A,λA)

��

U(A,λA)

OO

R(A,λA)

��

U ′

OO

R′

��(−)λ
ab //

iλ
oo

Fλ
//

Gλ

oo
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where the functors i and iλ forget the abelian group object structure maps, and where
(−)ab and (−)λab are the respective left adjoint functors which we now define. In the
right-hand square, the top and bottom adjunctions are adjoint equivalences of categories
by Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.10, respectively. Hence, the composition of the top
adjunctions in the diagram determine the top adjunction in the left-hand square, up to
unique natural isomorphism, and similarly for the bottom adjunctions.

Now, we define an adjunction (H,K, ε, η) with K=i�G as follows. The functor K
takes the A-module M to the canonical projection f :AnM!A, and we let H be the
functor that to f :B!A assigns the A-module A⊗BΩB , and let ε and η be the natural
transformations given by ε(1⊗d(a, x))=x and η(b)=(f(b), 1⊗db), respectively. We must
show that the two composite natural transformations

H
H�η +3 H �K �H

ε�H +3 H and K
η�K +3 K �H �K

K�ε +3 K

are equal to the respective identity natural transformations. But H �η maps a⊗db in
H(f :B!A) to a⊗d(f(b), 1⊗db) in (H �K �H)(f :B!A) and ε�H, in turn, maps this ele-
ment to a·(1⊗db)=a⊗db inH(f :B!A); and η�K maps (a, x) inK(M) to (a, 1⊗d(a, x))
in (K �H �K)(M) and K �ε, in turn, maps this element to (a, x) in K(M). This shows
that (H,K, ε, η) is an adjunction. Similarly, we define an adjunction (Hλ,Kλ, ελ, ηλ)
with Kλ=iλ�Gλ as follows. The functor Kλ takes the (A, λA)-module (M,λA) to the
canonical projection f : (AnM,λAnM )!(A, λA), and we let Hλ be the functor that to
f : (B, λB)!(A, λA) assigns the (A, λA)-module (A, λA)⊗(B,λB)Ω(B,λB), and let ελ and
ηλ be the natural transformations given by ελ(1⊗d(a, x))=x and ηλ(b)=(f(b), 1⊗db),
respectively. The change-of-rings functor that we use here was defined in Remark 2.11.
The proof that the triangle identities hold follows mutatis mutandis from the calcula-
tion in the case of the adjunction (H,K, ε, η). This shows that (Hλ,Kλ, ελ, ηλ) is an
adjunction.

Having established the diagram of adjunctions at the beginning of the proof, we
note that the composite functors R(A,λA)�K and Kλ

�R′ agree, up to unique natural
isomorphism. Indeed, the following diagram is cartesian,

AnλA∗W(M) W(A)nW(M) W(AnM)

A W(A) W(A).

λA⊕id
//

in1∗ + in2∗ //

pr1

��

pr1

��

pr1

��
λA //

By the uniqueness of left adjoint functors, up to unique natural isomorphism, we conclude
that also the composite functors H �U(A,λA) and U ′

�Hλ agree, up to unique natural
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isomorphism. It follows that the canonical natural transformation

A⊗BΩB −!U ′((A, λA)⊗(B,λB)Ω(B,λB))

is an isomorphism, and taking (B, λB)=(A, λA), the theorem follows.

Theorem 2.15. Let A be a ring. There are natural maps Fn: ΩW(A)!ΩW(A) that
are Fn-linear and satisfy that for all a∈W(A),

Fn(da) =
∑
e|n

∆A,e(a)n/e−1d∆A,e(a).

Moreover, the following conditions hold :
(1) for all m,n∈N, FmFn=Fmn, and F1=id;
(2) for all n∈N and a∈W(A), dFn(a)=nFn(da);
(3) for all n∈N and a∈A, Fn(d[a])=[a]n−1d[a].

Proof. Applying Theorem A to the universal λ-ring (W(A),∆A), we conclude that
the canonical map ΩW(A)!Ω(W(A),∆A) is an isomorphism. Since the target of this map
is a (W(A),∆A)-module, we have the natural map

Fn =λΩ(W(A),∆A),n: Ω(W(A),∆A)−!Ω(W(A),∆A)

defined to be the nth Witt component of the (W(A),∆A)-module structure map; compare
Remark 2.6. It is an Fn=wn�∆A-linear map and Definition 2.12 (3) implies that it is
given by the stated formula. Properties (1) and (2) follow immediately from the definition
of a (W(A),∆A)-module and from the calculation

dFn(a) = d

(∑
e|n

e∆A,e(a)n/e
)

=
∑
e|n

n∆A,e(a)n/e−1d∆A,e(a) =nFn(da),

where the first and last equalities follow from the definition of ∆A. Finally, to prove
property (3), it suffices to show that ∆A,e([a]) is equal to [a], if e=1, and is equal to 0,
if e>1, or equivalently, that ∆([a])=[[a]], and this was proved in Remark 1.20.

3. The anticommutative graded algebras Ω̂·
W(A) and �Ω·

W(A)

We next introduce the anticommutative graded W(A)-algebra Ω̂·
W(A). It agrees with the

alternating algebra Ω·
W(A)=

∧
W(A) Ω1

W(A), if the element

d log[−1]= [−1]−1d[−1]∈Ω1
W(A)

is zero, but is different, in general. We note that 2d log[−1]=d log[1]=0 and that, by
Lemma 1.5 (v) and Theorem 2.15 (3), Fn(d log[−1])=d log[−1] for all n∈N.
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Definition 3.1. Let A be a ring. The graded W(A)-algebra

Ω̂·
W(A) =T ·W(A)Ω

1
W(A)/J

·

is defined to be the quotient of the tensor algebra of the W(A)-module Ω1
W(A) by the

graded ideal generated by all elements of the form

da⊗da−d log[−1]⊗F2(da)

with a∈W(A).

We remark that the defining relation da·da=d log[−1]·F2(da) is analogous to the
relation {a, a}={−1, a} in Milnor K-theory.

Lemma 3.2. The graded W(A)-algebra Ω̂·
W(A) is anticommutative.

Proof. It suffices to show that the sum da·db+db·da∈Ω̂2
W(A) is equal to zero for all

a, b∈W(A). Now, on the one hand, we have

d(a+b)·d(a+b) = d log[−1]·F2d(a+b) = d log[−1]·F2da+d log[−1]·F2db,

since F2d is additive, and on the other hand, we have

d(a+b)·d(a+b) = da·da+da·db+db·da+db·db

= d log[−1]·F2da+da·db+db·da+d log[−1]·F2db.

This shows that da·db+db·da is zero as desired.

Proposition 3.3. There exists a unique graded derivation

d: Ω̂·
W(A)−! Ω̂·

W(A)

that extends the derivation d: W(A)!Ω1
W(A) and satisfies the formula

ddω= d log[−1]·dω

for all ω∈Ω̂·
W(A). Moreover, the element d log[−1] is a cycle.

Proof. The relation ddω=d log[−1]·dω implies that d log[−1] is a cycle for the desired
derivation d. Indeed,

d(d log[−1])= d([−1]d[−1])

= d[−1]·d[−1]+[−1]·dd[−1]

= d log[−1]·F2d[−1]+[−1]d log[−1]·d[−1]

= d log[−1]·[−1]d[−1]+d log[−1]·[−1]d[−1],
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which is zero by Lemma 3.2. This proves that the desired derivation d necessarily is
unique in that, for all a0, a1, ..., aq∈W(A), the following formula must hold:

d(a0da1 ... daq) = da0da1 ... daq+qd log[−1]·a0da1 ... daq.

Here qd log[−1] is equal to either d log[−1] or 0 as q is odd or even. To complete the
proof, it remains to prove that the map d given by this formula is (a) well defined, (b) a
graded derivation, and (c) satisfies ddω=d log[−1]·dω. First, we have

d(a0da1 ... dap ·b0db1 ... dbq)

= d(a0b0da1 ... dapdb1 ... dbq)

= d(a0b0)da1 ... dapdb1 ... dbq+(p+q)d log[−1]·a0b0da1 ... dapdb1 ... dbq

= da0da1 ... dap ·b0db1 ... dbq+pd log[−1]·a0da1 ... dap ·b0db1 ... dbq

+(−1)p(a0da1 ... dap ·db0db1 ... dbq+a0da1 ... dap ·qd log[−1]·b0db1 ... dbq)

= d(a0da1 ... dap)·b0db1 ... dbq+(−1)pa0da1 ... dap ·d(b0db1 ... dbq)

which proves (b). Next, using that q2+q is always even, we find that

dd(a0da1 ... daq) = d(da0da1 ... daq+qd log[−1]·a0da1 ... daq)

= (q+1)d log[−1]·da0da1 ... daq−qd log[−1]·da0da1 ... daq

−qd log[−1]·qd log[−1]·a0da1 ... daq

= d log[−1]·(da0da1 ... daq+qd log[−1]·a0da1 ... daq)

= d log[−1]·d(a0da1 ... daq)

which proves (c). Finally, to prove (a), we must show that for all a, b∈W(A), the ele-
ments d(d(ab)−bda−adb) and d(dada−d log[−1]·F2da) of Ω̂·

W(A) are zero. First, using
Lemma 3.2 together with (b) and (c), we find that

d(d(ab)−bda−adb) = dd(ab)−dbda−bdda−dadb−addb

= d log[−1]·d(ab)−d log[−1]·bda−d log[−1]·adb

= d log[−1]·(d(ab)−bda−adb)

which is zero, since d: W(A)!Ω̂1
W(A) is a derivation. This shows that the first type of

elements are zero. Next, (b) and (c) show that

d(dada) = 2d log[−1]·dada
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which is zero as is

d(d log[−1]·F2da) = d log[−1]·dF2da= d log[−1]·d(ada+d∆2(a))

= d log[−1]·(dada+d log[−1]·F2da)

by the definition of Ω̂2
W(A). Hence also the second type of elements are zero. This

completes the proof of (a) and hence of the proposition.

Remark 3.4. In general, there is no W(A)-algebra map f : Ω̂·
W(A)!Ω·

W(A) that is
compatible with the derivations.

Proposition 3.5. Let A be a ring and let n be a positive integer. There is a unique
homomorphism of graded rings

Fn: Ω̂·
W(A)−! Ω̂·

W(A)

that is given by the maps Fn: W(A)!W(A) and Fn: Ω1
W(A)!Ω1

W(A) in degrees 0 and 1,
respectively. In addition, the following formula holds:

dFn =nFnd

Proof. The uniqueness statement is clear: The map Fn is necessarily given by

Fn(a0da1 ... daq) =Fn(a0)Fn(da1) ... Fn(daq),

where a0, ..., aq∈W(A). We show that this formula gives a well-defined map. To prove
this, we must show that for every a∈W(A),

Fn(da)Fn(da) =Fn(d log[−1])Fn(F2da).

It will suffice to let n=p be a prime number. In this case, we find that

Fp(da)Fp(da) = (ap−1da+d∆p(a))·(ap−1da+d∆p(a))

= (ap−1)2da·da+d∆p(a)·d∆p(a)

= d log[−1]·((ap−1)2F2da+F2d∆p(a))

= d log[−1]·(F2(ap−1)F2da+F2d∆p(a))

= d log[−1]·F2Fpda

=Fp(d log[−1]·F2da),

where we have used that F2(a) is congruent to a2 modulo 2W(A). This shows that the
map Fn is well defined. It is a graded ring homomorphism by definition.
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We next prove the formula dFn=nFnd. Again, we may assume that n=p is a prime
number. We already know from the definition of Fn: Ω1

W(A)!Ω1
W(A) that for all a∈W(A),

dFp(a)=pFp(a). Now, for all a∈W(A),

dFp(da) = d(ap−1da+d∆p(a))= (p−1)ap−2dada+d log[−1]·Fpda

which is equal to zero for p=2, and equal to d log[−1]·Fpda for p odd. Hence, for every
prime p and every a∈W(A), we have

dFp(da) = pd log[−1]·Fpda= pFp(d log[−1]·da) = pFpd(da)

as desired. Now, let a0, ..., aq∈W(A). We find that

dFp(a0da1 ... daq)

= d(Fp(a0)Fpda1 ... Fpdaq)

= dFp(a0)Fpda1 ... Fpdaq+
q∑
i=1

(−1)i−1Fp(a0)Fpda1 ... dFpdai ... Fpdaq

= pFpd(a0)Fpda1 ... Fpdaq+
q∑
i=1

(−1)i−1Fp(a0)Fpda1 ... pFpd(dai) ... Fpdaq

= pFpd(a0da1 ... daq)

as stated. This completes the proof.

We next define the quotient graded algebra �Ω·
W(A) of the graded algebra Ω̂·

W(A) and
show that the Frobenius map Fn and derivation d descend to this quotient.

Definition 3.6. Let A be a ring. The graded W(A)-algebra

�Ω·
W(A) =Ω̂·

W(A)/K
·

is defined to be the quotient by the graded ideal K · generated by the elements

FpdVp(a)−da−(p−1)d log[−1]·a,

where p ranges over all prime numbers and a over all elements of W(A).

We remark that the element FpdVp(a)−da−(p−1)d log[−1]·a is annihilated by p.
In particular, it is zero, if p is invertible in A, and hence, in W(A).

Lemma 3.7. The Frobenius map Fn: Ω̂·
W(A)!Ω̂·

W(A) induces a map of graded alge-
bras

Fn:�Ω·
W(A)−!�Ω·

W(A).
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Proof. It will suffice to let n=` be a prime number and show that for all prime
numbers p and all a∈W(A), the element

F`(FpdVp(a)−da−(p−1)d log[−1]·a)∈Ω1
W(A)

maps to zero in �Ω1
W(A). To this end, we will repeatedly use that for every prime number

p and every b∈W(A), Theorem 2.15 and Remark 1.20 show that

Fpdb= bp−1db+d∆p(b) = bp−1db+d
(
Fp(b)−bp

p

)
as elements of Ω1

W(A). We also use that, by Lemma 1.5 (ii)–(iii), we have

Vm(a)n =mn−1Vm(an),

for all m,n∈N and a∈W(A). Now, suppose first that `=p. For p odd, we find that

Fp(FpdVp(a)−da) =Fp

(
Vp(a)p−1dVp(a)+d

(
FpVp(a)−Vp(a)p

p

)
−da

)
=Fp(pp−2Vp(ap−1)dVp(a)−pp−2dVp(ap))

= pp−1ap−1FpdVp(a)−pp−2FpdVp(ap),

where we also use that FpVp=p·id. But this element maps to zero in �Ω1
W(A), since, as

maps from W(A) to �Ω1
W(A), we have FpdVp=d, and since the common map is a derivation.

Similarly, for p=2, we find that

F2(F2dV2(a)−da−d log[−1]·a) =F2(V2(a)dV2(a)−dV2(a2)−d log[−1]·a)

= 2aF2dV2(a)−F2dV2(a2)−d log[−1]·F2(a),

where we further use that Fm(d log[−1])=d log[−1], for every m∈N. The image of this
element in �Ω1

W(A) is equal to

2ada−d(a2)−d log[−1]·(F2(a)−a2),

which, in turn, is zero, since d is a derivation and since F2(a)−a2 is divisible by 2 by
Lemma 1.18. We next suppose that p 6=`. In this case, we further use that ` divides
p`−1−1 and that, by Lemma 1.5 (ii), F` Vp=VpF`. If p and ` both are odd, then

F`(FpdVp(a)−da)

=Fp(F`dVp(a))−F`da

=Fp

(
Vp(a)`−1dVp(a)+d

(
F`Vp(a)−Vp(a)`

`

))
−a`−1da−d

(
F`(a)−a`

`

)
= p`−1a`−1FpdVp(a)+FpdVp

(
F`(a)−p`−1a`

`

)
−a`−1da−d

(
F`(a)−a`

`

)
,
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and the image of this element in �Ω1
W(A) is equal to

(p`−1−1)a`−1da− p
`−1−1
`

d(a`),

which is zero since d is a derivation. Similarly, if p=2 and ` 6=p, then

F`(F2dV2(a)−da−d log[−1]·a) =F2(F`dV2(a))−F`da−d log[−1]·F`(a)

=F2

(
V2(a)`−1dV2(a)+d

(
F`V2(a)−V2(a)`

`

))
−a`−1da−d

(
F`(a)−a`

`

)
−d log[−1]·F`(a)

= 2`−1a`−1F2dV2(a)+F2dV2

(
F`(a)−2`−1a`

`

)
−a`−1da−d

(
F`(a)−a`

`

)
−d log[−1]·F`(a),

and the image of this element in �Ω1
W(A) is equal to

(2`−1−1)a`−1da− 2`−1−1
`

d(a`)+d log[−1]·
(
F`(a)−2`−1a`

`
−F`(a)

)
,

which is zero since d is a derivation and since ` is congruent to 1 modulo 2. Finally, if
`=2 and p 6=`, then we find that

F2(FpdVp(a)−da) =Fp(F2dVp(a))−F2da

=Fp

(
Vp(a)dVp(a)+d

(
F2Vp(a)−Vp(a)2

2

))
−ada−d

(
F2(a)−a2

2

)
= paFpdVp(a)+FpdVp

(
F2(a)−pa2

2

)
−ada−d

(
F2(a)−a2

2

)
whose image in �Ω1

W(A) is equal to

(p−1)ada− 1
2 (p−1)d(a2),

which again is zero since d is a derivation.

Lemma 3.8. For all positive integers n and a∈W(A), the relation

FndVn(a) = da+(n−1)d log[−1]·a

holds in �Ω1
W(A).
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Proof. We argue by induction on the number r of prime factors in n that the stated
relation holds for all a∈W(A). The case r=1 follows from Definition 3.6. So we let n be
a positive integer with r>1 prime factors and assume that the relation has been proved
for all positive integers with less than r prime factors. We write n=pm with a prime
number p and use the inductive hypothesis to conclude that

FndVn(a) =FpFmdVmVp(a)

=Fp(dVp(a)+(m−1)d log[−1]·Vp(a))

=FpdVp(a)+(m−1)d log[−1]·FpVp(a)

= da+(p−1)d log[−1]·a+p(m−1)d log[−1]·a

= da+(n−1)d log[−1]·a

which proves the induction step.

Lemma 3.9. The graded derivation d: Ω̂·
W(A)!Ω̂·

W(A) induces a graded derivation

d:�Ω·
W(A)−!�Ω·

W(A).

Proof. We must show that for all prime numbers p and a∈W(A), the element

d(FpdVp(a)−da−(p−1)d log[−1]·a)∈ Ω̂2
W(A)

maps to zero in �Ω2
W(A). First, for p=2, we have

d(F2dV2(a)−da−d log[−1]·a) = dF2dV2(a)−dda+d log[−1]·da

=2F2ddV2(a) = 2d log[−1]·F2dV2(a)

which already is zero in Ω̂2
W(A). For p odd, we recall from Theorem 2.15 that

FpdVp(a)−da=Vp(a)p−1dVp(a)+d∆pVp(a)−da,

and using that d is a derivation, we find that

d(FpdVp(a)−da) = d(Vp(a)p−1dVp(a)+d∆pVp(a))−dda

=(p−1)Vp(a)p−2dVp(a)dVp(a)+Vp(a)p−1ddVp(a)+dd∆pVp(a)−dda.

Now, the first summand in the bottom line vanishes, since p−1 is even and

dVp(a)dVp(a) = d log[−1]·F2dVp(a),

and by Proposition 3.3, the sum of the remaining three summands is equal to

d log[−1]·(Vp(a)p−1dVp(a)+d∆pVp(a)−da) = d log[−1]·(FpdVp(a)−da),

which maps to zero in �Ω2
W(A), since p−1 is even.
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Definition 3.10. Let A be a ring, S⊂N be a truncation set, and IS(A)⊂W(A) be
the kernel of the restriction map RN

S : W(A)!WS(A). The maps

Ω̂·
W(A)

RN
S // Ω̂·

WS(A) and �Ω·
W(A)

RN
S // �Ω·

WS(A)

are defined to be the quotient maps that annihilate the respective graded ideals generated
by IS(A) and dIS(A).

Remark 3.11. The kernel K ·
S of the canonical projection Ω̂·

WS(A)!�Ω·
WS(A) is equal

to the graded ideal generated by the elements

pp−2(Vp(RSS/p(a
p−1))dVpRSS/p(a)−dVpR

S
S/p(a

p))−(p−1)d log[−1]S ·a

with a prime number p and a∈WS(A). Indeed, letting b=Vp(a), the formula for Fpdb
in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.7 shows that for all prime numbers p and
a∈W(A), the following identity holds in Ω1

W(A):

FpdVp(a)−da= pp−2(Vp(ap−1)dVp(a)−dVp(ap)).

Remark 3.12. If p is a prime number and A is a Z(p)-algebra, then for every trun-
cation set S, the ideal VpWS/p(A)⊂WS(A) has a divided power structure defined by

Vp(a)[n] =
pn−1

n!
Vp(an).

If p is odd, then d: WS(A)!�Ω1
WS(A) is a divided power derivation in the sense that

d(Vp(a)[n]) =Vp(a)[n−1]dVp(a)

and it is universal with this property; see [23, Lemma 1.2].

Lemma 3.13. The derivation, restriction, and Frobenius maps induce maps

d: Ω̂·
WS(A)−! Ω̂·

WS(A) (resp. d:�Ω·
WS(A)−!�Ω·

WS(A)),

RST : Ω̂·
WS(A)−! Ω̂·

WT (A) (resp. RST :�Ω·
WS(A)−!�Ω·

WT (A)),

Fn: Ω̂·
WS(A)−! Ω̂·

WS/n(A) (resp. Fn:�Ω·
WS(A)−!�Ω·

WS/n(A)).

Moreover, the maps d are graded derivations; the maps RST and Fn are graded ring
homomorphisms; the maps RST and d commute; and dFn=nFnd.
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Proof. To prove the statement for d, we note that as d is a derivation, it suffices to
show that RN

S(ddIS(A))⊂Ω̂2
WS(A) is zero. But if x∈IS(A), then

RN
S(ddx) =RN

S(d log[−1]·dx) =RN
S(d log[−1])·RN

S(dx)

which is zero as desired. It follows that RN
T (dIS(A))=dRN

T (IS(A)). Hence, also the
statement for RST follows as RN

T (IS(A)) is trivially zero. Finally, to prove the statement
for Fn, we show that both RN

S/n(Fn(IS(A))) and RN
S/n(Fn(dIS(A))) are zero. For the

former, this follows immediately from Lemma 1.4, and for the latter, it will suffice to
show that for divisors e of n, ∆e(IS(A))⊂IS/e(A). Moreover, to prove this, we may
assume that A is torsion free. So let e be a divisor of n and assume that for all proper
divisors d of e, ∆d(IS(A))⊂IS/d(A). Since Fe(IS(A))⊂IS/e(A), the formula

Fe(a) =
∑
d|e

d∆d(a)e/d

shows that e∆e(IS(A))⊂IS/e(A). This completes the proof of the first part of the state-
ment and the second part is clear.

Finally, we record the following result concerning the case S={1}.

Lemma 3.14. For every ring A, the differential graded algebras Ω̂·
A and Ω·

A are
equal and the canonical projection Ω̂·

A!�Ω·
A is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since d log[−1]{1} is zero, Ω̂·
A=Ω·

A as stated. Moreover, Remark 3.11 shows
that the kernel K{1} of the canonical projection Ω̂·

A!�Ω·
A is zero.

4. The big de Rham–Witt complex

In this section, we construct the big de Rham–Witt complex. We let J be the category
with the truncation sets S⊂N as objects and with a single morphism from T to S if
T⊂S. If A is a ring, then there is a contravariant functor from J to the category of
rings that to S assigns WS(A) and that to T⊂S assigns RST : WS(A)!WT (A); it takes
colimits in J to limits in the category of rings. For every n∈N, there is an endofunctor
on J that takes S to S/n, and the ring homomorphism Fn: WS(A)!WS/n(A) and the
abelian group homomorphism Vn: WS/n(A)!WS(A) are natural transformations with
respect to S.

We proceed to define the notion of a Witt complex over A. The original definition
given in [15, Definition 1.1.1] is not quite correct unless the prime 2 is either invertible
or zero in A. The correct definition of a 2-typical Witt complex was given first by
Costeanu [9, Definition 1.1]. The definition given below was also inspired by [26].
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Definition 4.1. A Witt complex over A is a contravariant functor that to every
truncation set S⊂N assigns an anticommutative graded ring E·

S and that takes colimits
to limits, together with a natural ring homomorphism

WS(A)
ηS // E0

S

and natural maps of graded abelian groups

EqS
d // Eq+1

S , EqS
Fn // EqS/n and EqS/n

Vn // EqS (n∈N)

such that the following conditions hold:
(i) For all x∈EqS and x′∈Eq

′

S ,

d(x·x′) = d(x)·x′+(−1)qx·d(x′) and d(d(x))= d log ηS([−1]S)·d(x),

where d log ηS([−1]S)=ηS([−1])−1dηS([−1]S).
(ii) For all positive integers m and n,

F1 =V1 = id,

FmFn =Fmn, VnVm =Vmn,

FnVn =n·id, FmVn =VnFm if (m,n) = 1,

FnηS = ηS/nFn, ηSVn =VnηS/n.

(iii) For all positive integers n, the map Fn is a ring homomorphism and the maps
Fn and Vn satisfy the projection formula that for all x∈EqS and y∈Eq

′′

S/n,

x·Vn(y) =Vn(Fn(x)y).

(iv) For all positive integers n and all y∈EqS/n,

FndVn(y) = d(y)+(n−1)d log ηS/n([−1]S/n)·y.

(v) For all positive integers n and a∈A,

FndηS([a]S) = ηS/n([a]n−1
S/n )dηS/n([a]S/n).

A map of Witt complexes is a natural map of graded rings f :E·
S!E′

S
· such that fη=η′,

fd=d′f , fFn=F ′
nf , and fVn=V ′

nf .
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Remark 4.2. (a) For a pair of truncation sets T⊂S, we write RST :E·
S!E·

T for the
map of graded rings that is part of the structure of a Witt complex and call it the
restriction from S to T .

(b) Every Witt complex is determined, up to canonical isomorphism, by its value
on finite truncation sets. Indeed, for every truncation set S and non-negative integer q,
the maps in (a) define a bijection from EqS to the limit with respect to the restriction
maps of the EqT , where T⊂S ranges over the finite sub-truncation sets. In particular, if
we write a∈W(A) as a convergent sum a=

∑
n∈S Vn([an]S/n) as in Lemma 1.5 (i), then

the element dηS(a)∈E1
S , too, admits the convergent sum expression

dηS(a) =
∑
n∈S

dVn([an]S/n).

(c) The element d log ηS([−1]S) is annihilated by 2. Indeed, since d is a derivation,

2d log ηS([−1]S) = d log ηS([1]S) = 0.

Therefore, d log ηS([−1]S) is zero if 2 is invertible in A and hence in WS(A). It is also
zero if 2=0 in A since, in this case, [−1]S=[1]S . Finally, it follows from the general
formula [−1]S=−[1]S+V2([1]S/2) proved in Addendum 1.7 that d log ηS([−1]S) is zero if
every n∈S is odd.

(d) Let A be a ring and let E·
S be a Witt complex over A. For every non-negative

integer q, the pair (EqN, λEq ) consisting of EqN considered as a W(A)-module via the ring
homomorphism ηN: W(A)!E0

N and of the maps λEq,n=Fn:E
q
N!E

q
N is a module over

the λ-ring (W(A),∆A) in the sense of Definition 2.5. Moreover, we may substitute the
axiom (v) in Definition 4.1 by the statement (v′) that the map

(W(A),∆A) d // (E1
N, λE1)

is a derivation in the sense of Definition 2.12. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 2.15
that (i)–(iv) and (v′) imply (v), and we will show in Proposition 4.4 below that (i)–(v)
imply (v′).

Lemma 4.3. Let m and n be positive integers, let c=(m,n) be the greatest common
divisor, and let i and j be any pair of integers such that mi+nj=c. The following
relations hold in every Witt complex :

dFn =nFnd,

Vnd=ndVn,
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FmdVn = idFm/cVn/c+jFm/cVn/cd

+(c−1)d log ηS/m([−1]S/m)·Fm/cVn/c,

d log ηS([−1]S) =
∑
r>1

2r−1dV2rηS/2r ([1]S/2r ),

d log ηS([−1]S)·d log ηS([−1]S) = 0,

dd log ηS([−1]S) = 0,

Fn(d log ηS([−1]S))= d log ηS/n([−1]S/n).

Proof. The following calculations verify the first two relations:

dFn(x) =FndVnFn(x)−(n−1)d log η[−1]·Fn(x)

=Fnd(Vnη([1])·x)−(n−1)d log η([−1])·Fn(x)

=Fn(dVnη([1])·x+Vnη([1])·dx)−(n−1)d log η([−1])·Fn(x)

=FndVnη([1])·Fn(x)+FnVnη([1])·Fnd(x)−(n−1)d log η([−1])·Fn(x)

= (n−1)d log η([−1])·Fn(x)+nFnd(x)−(n−1)d log η([−1])·Fn(x)

=nFnd(x)

and

Vnd(x) =Vn(FndVn(x)−(n−1)d log η([−1])·x)

=Vnη([1])·dVn(x)−(n−1)Vn(d log η([−1])·x)

= d(Vnη([1])·Vn(x))−dVnη([1])·Vn(x)−(n−1)Vn(d log η([−1])·x)

= dVn(FnVnη([1])·x)−Vn(FndVnη([1])·x)−(n−1)Vn(d log η([−1])·x)

=ndVn(x)−2(n−1)Vn(d log η([−1])·x)

=ndVn(x).

Next, the last formula follows from Fm([−1])=[−1]m and the calculation

Fm(d log η([−1]S))=Fm(η([−1]−1)dη([−1]))

=Fmη([−1]−1)Fmdη([−1])

= η([−1]−m)η([−1]m−1)dη([−1])

= η([−1]−1)dη([−1])

= d log η([−1]).
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Using the three relations proved thus far together with the projection formula, we find
that

FmdVn(x) =Fm/cFcdVcVn/c(x)

=Fm/cdVn/c(x)+(c−1)d log η([−1])·Fm/cVn/c(x)

= ((m/c)i+(n/c)j)Fm/cdVn/c(x)+(c−1)d log η([−1])·Fm/cVn/c(x)

= idFm/cVn/c(x)+jFm/cVn/cd(x)+(c−1)d log η([−1])·Fm/cVn/c(x).

Next, to prove the stated formula for d log η([−1]S), we use that, by Addendum 1.7, we
have [−1]S=−[1]S+V2([1]S/2) to see that

d log η([−1]S) = η([−1]S)dη([−1]S)

= η(−[1]S+V2([1]S/2))dη(−[1]S+V2([1]S/2))

=−dV2η([1]S/2)+V2(F2dV2η([1]S/2))

=−dV2η([1]S/2)+V2(d log η([−1]S/2))

= dV2η([1]S/2)+V2(d log η([−1]S/2)),

from which the stated formula follows by easy induction. Here, in the last equality, we
have used that 2dV2η([1]S/2)=V2dη([1]S/2)=0. Using this, we find that

dV2(d log η([−1]S/2))=
∑
r>1

2rddV2r+1η([1]S/2r+1)

=
∑
r>1

2rd log η([−1]S)·dV2r+1η([1]S/2r+1),

which is zero, since 2d log η([−1]S)=0. Now, using Addendum 1.7, we find that

(d log η([−1]S))2 =(dη([−1]S))2 =(dV2η([1]S/2))2

= d(V2η([1]S/2)·dV2η([1]S/2))−V2η([1]S/2)·ddV2η([1]S/2)

= dV2(d log η([−1]S/2))−V2η([1]S/2)·dV2d log η([−1]S/2)

= dV2(d log η([−1]S/2))·η([1]S−V2([1]S/2)),

which is zero, since the first factor in the bottom line is zero, by what was just proved.
This, in turn, shows that (dη([−1]S))2=0, from which we find that

dd log η([−1]S) = d(η([−1]S)·dη([−1]S))

= dη([−1]S)·dη([−1]S)+η([−1]S)·ddη([−1]S)
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= η([−1]S)ddη([−1]S)

= η([−1]S)d log η([−1]S)dη([−1]S)

= dη([−1]S)dη([−1]S) = 0.

This completes the proof.

Proposition 4.4. For every Witt complex E·
S over A and every m∈N, the diagram

Ω1
WS(A)

ηS //

Fm

��

E1
S

Fm

��

Ω1
WS/m(A)

ηS/m
// E1
S/m

commutes. Here, the horizontal maps take a0da1 to η(a0)dη(a1).

Proof. Since the restriction map RN
S : Ω1

W(A)!Ω1
WS(A) is surjective and satisfies that

both FmR
N
S=RN

S/mFm and ηSR
N
S=RN

SηN, we may assume that S=N. In addition, by
Remark 4.2 (b), it will suffice to show that for every n∈N and a∈A,

FpdVnηN([a]N) = ηNFpdVn([a]N)

as elements of E1
N. To ease notation, we suppress the subscript N. We first suppose

that p does not divide n and set k=(1−np−1)/p and l=np−2 such that, in particular,
kp+ln=1. By Lemma 4.3, we have

FpdVnη([a])= k ·dVnFpη([a])+l·VnFpdη([a])

= k ·dVnη([a]p)+l·Vn(η([a])p−1dη([a]))

= k ·dVnη([a]p)+l·Vnη([a]p−1d[a]).

Moreover, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 above, we find that

ηFpdVn([a])= η(Vn([a])p−1 ·dVn([a])+d∆pVn([a]))

= η(l·Vn([a]p−1)·dVn([a])+k ·dVn([a]p))

= l·Vnη([a]p−1)·dVnη([a])+k ·dVnη([a]p)

= l·Vn(η([a]p−1)·FndVnη([a]))+k ·dVnη([a]p)

= l·Vnη([a]p−1d[a])+k ·dVnη([a]p),

where the last equality uses that np−2(n−1)d log η([−1]) is zero. This proves that the
desired equality holds if p does not divide n. Suppose next that p divides n and write
n=pr. We consider the cases p=2 and p odd separately. First, for p odd,

FpdVnη([a])= dVrη([a]),
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ηFpdVn([a])= η

(
Vn([a])p−1 ·dVn([a])+d

(
FpVn([a])−Vn([a])p

p

))
= η(Vn([a])p−1 ·dVn([a])+dVr([a])−pp−2rp−1dVn([a]p))

=Vn(η([a]))p−1 ·dVnη([a])+dVrη([a])−pp−2rp−1dVn(η([a])p),

and the following calculation shows that the first and third terms cancel:

pp−2rp−1dVn(η([a])p) = pp−3rp−2Vnd(η([a])p)

= pp−2rp−2Vn(η([a])p−1dη([a]))

=np−2Vn(η([a])p−1)·dVnη([a])

=Vn(η([a]))p−1 ·dVnη([a]).

Here, the third equality follows from Definition 4.1 (iii)–(iv) and from the fact that
np−2(n−1)d log[−1] vanishes. Finally, if p=2, then

F2dVnη([a])= dVrη([a])+d log η([−1])·Vrη([a]),

ηF2dVn([a])= η

(
Vn([a])·dVn([a])+d

(
F2Vn([a])−Vn([a])2

2

))
= η(Vn([a])·dVn([a])+dVr([a])−rdVn([a]2))

=Vnη([a])·dVnη([a])+dVrη([a])−rdVn(η([a])2),

and hence, we must show that

d log η([−1])·Vrη([a])=Vnη([a])·dVnη([a])−rdVn(η([a])2).

Suppose first that r=1. By Addendum 1.7, [−1]=−[1]+V2([1]), so that

d log η([−1])=V2(η([1]))·dV2η([1])−dV2η([1]),

and hence, using the Witt complex axioms, we find that

d log η([−1])·η([a])=V2(η([a])2)·dV2η([1])−η([a])·dV2η([1])

=V2(η([a])2 ·F2dV2η([1]))−d(η([a])·V2η([1]))+d(η([a]))·V2η([1])

=V2(η([a])2 ·d log η([−1]))−dV2(η([a])2)+V2(η([a])dη([a]))

=V2(η([a]))·dV2η([a])−dV2(η([a])2)

as desired. In general, we apply Vr to the formula that we just proved. This gives

d log η([−1])·Vr(η([a]))=Vr(V2(η([a]))·dV2η([a]))−rdVn(η([a])2)
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=Vn(η([a])·F2dV2η([a]))−rdVn(η([a])2)

=Vn(η([a])·FndVnη([a]))−rdVn(η([a])2)

=Vnη([a])·dVnη([a])−rdVn(η([a])2),

where we have F2dV2=FndVn, since n is even. This completes the proof.

Corollary 4.5. Let E·
S be a Witt complex over the ring A. There is a unique

natural homomorphism of graded rings

�Ω·
WS(A)

ηS // E·
S

that extends the natural ring homomorphism ηS : WS(A)!E0
S and commutes with the

derivations. In addition, for every positive integer m, the diagram

�Ω·
WS(A)

ηS //

Fm

��

E·
S

Fm

��
�Ω·

WS/m(A)

ηS/m
// E·
S/m

commutes.

Proof. The map ηS necessarily is given by

ηS(a0da1 ... daq) = ηS(a0)dηS(a1) ... dηS(aq).

We show that this formula gives a well-defined map. First, from Proposition 4.4, we find
that for all a∈W(A),

F2dηN(a) = ηNF2d(a) = ηN(ada+d∆2(a))= ηN(a)dηN(a)+dηN∆2(a).

Applying d to this equation, the left-hand side becomes

dF2dηN(a) = 2F2ddηN(a) = 0,

while the right-hand side becomes

dηN(a)dηN(a)+d log ηN([−1])N ·(ηN(a)dηN(a)+dηN∆2(a))

= dηN(a)dηN(a)+d log ηN([−1])N ·F2dηN(a).

Hence, there is a well-defined map of graded rings ηS : Ω̂·
WS(A)!E

·
S given by the formula

stated at the beginning of the proof, and by axiom (iv) in Definition 4.1, this map factors
through the canonical projection from Ω̂·

WS(A) onto �Ω·
WS(A). Finally, Proposition 4.4

shows that the diagram in the statement commutes.
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Proof of Theorem B. We recall that, in the diagrams in the statement, the left-hand
vertical maps were defined in Lemma 3.13. We define maps of graded rings

�Ω·
WS(A)

ηS // WSΩ·
A

as quotients by graded ideals N ·
S and verify that, in the diagrams in the statement, the

right-hand vertical maps RST , Fn, and d making the respective diagrams commute exist.
We further define maps of graded abelian groups

WS/nΩ·
A

Vn // WSΩ·
A

that make the following diagrams commute:

WS/n(A)
ηS/n

//

Vn

��

WS/nΩ0
A

Vn

��

WS/nΩ·
A

Vn //

R
S/n
T/n

��

WSΩ·
A

RS
T

��

WS(A)
ηS // WSΩ0

A, WT/nΩ·
A

Vn // WTΩ·
A

and

WS/nΩ·
A⊗WS/nΩ·

A

µ

��

WS/nΩ·
A⊗WSΩ·

A

id⊗Fnoo
Vn⊗id

// WSΩ·
A⊗WSΩ·

A

µ

��

WS/nΩ·
A

Vn // WSΩ·
A.

The definition of these maps, as S ranges over all finite truncation sets, T⊂S over all sub-
truncation sets, and n over all positive integers, will be by induction on the cardinality
of S and will take up most of the proof. Once this is completed, we will show that the
combined structure is a Witt complex over A and that it is initial among Witt complexes
over A.

We define W∅Ω·
A to be the terminal graded ring, which is zero in all degrees, and

define η∅ to be the unique map of graded rings. So let S be a finite non-empty trun-
cation set and assume, inductively, that the maps ηT , RTU , Fn, d, and Vn have been
defined, for all proper truncation sets T⊂S, all truncation sets U⊂T , and all positive
integers n, with the properties listed at the beginning of the proof. In this situation, we
define ηS :�Ω·

WS(A)!WSΩ·
A to be the quotient map that annihilates the graded ideal N ·

S

generated by all sums

∑
α

Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α, d

(∑
α

Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α

)
,
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where the Witt vectors xα∈WS/n(A) and y1,α, ..., yq,α∈WS(A) and the integers n>2 and
q>1 are such that the sum

ηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
in WS/nΩ

q
A is zero; and for every positive integer n, we define the map of graded abelian

groups Vn: WS/nΩ·
A!WSΩ·

A by

VnηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq) = ηS(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq).

Here we use that every element of WS/nΩ
q
A can be written as a sum of elements of the

form ηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq) with x∈WS/n(A) and y1, ..., yq∈WS(A). Indeed,

dx=FndVn(x)−(n−1)d log[−1]S/n ·x=FndVn(x)−(n−1)xFnd([−1]S).

To prove the existence of the necessarily unique right-hand vertical maps RST , d, and
Fn making the diagrams in the statement of the theorem commute, we must show that
the left-hand vertical maps in these diagrams satisfy ηT (RST (Nq

S))=0, ηS(d(Nq
S))=0, and

ηS/m(Fm(Nq
S))=0, respectively, and to this end, we use the properties of the latter maps

established in Lemma 3.13. So we fix a positive integer n and an element

ω=
∑
α

Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α ∈�ΩqWS(A)

with

ηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
∈WS/nΩ

q
A

equal to zero and show that ηTRST (ω), ηS(ddω), ηS/mFm(ω), and ηS/mFm(dω) all are
zero. First, in order to show that

ηTR
S
T (ω) = ηT

(∑
α

VnR
S/n
T/n(xα)dRST (y1,α) ... dRST (yq,α)

)
is zero, it suffices by the definition of the ideal N ·

T to show that

ηT/n

(∑
α

R
S/n
T/n(xα)FndRST (y1,α) ... FndRST (yq,α)

)
is zero. But this element is equal to

ηT/nR
S/n
T/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
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which, by the inductive hypothesis, is equal to

R
S/n
T/nηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
which we assumed to be zero. Similarly, we have

ηS(ddω) = ηS(d log([−1]S)·dω) = ηS(d(d log([−1]S)·ω))

= ηS

(
d

(∑
α

Vn(xα[−1]−nS/n)d([−1]S)dy1,α ... dyq,α

))
,

and by the definition of N ·
S , this element is zero, since

ηS/n

(∑
α

xα[−1]−nS/nFnd([−1]S)Fndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
= d log ηS/n([−1]S/n)·ηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
is zero. Next, to prove that ηS/mFm(ω) and ηS/mFm(dω) are zero, we may assume that
m=p is a prime number. Indeed, if m=kp, then, by the inductive hypothesis, we have
ηS/mFm=ηS/mFkFp=FkηS/pFp. Suppose first that n=lp is divisible by p. We remark
that we have

ηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
=
∑
α

Vl(ηS/n(xα))ηS/p(Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α)

=
∑
α

Vl(ηS/n(xα)Fl(ηS/p(Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α)))

=VlηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
(4.1)

which is zero. Indeed, the three equalities hold since, by the inductive hypothesis, the
maps Vl: WS/nΩ

q
A!WS/pΩ

q
A and Fl: WS/pΩ

q
A!WS/nΩ

q
A exist and have the properties

listed at the beginning of the proof. Now,

ηS/pFp(ω) = ηS/p

(∑
α

FpVn(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
= pηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
which is zero by (4.1). Similarly, using Proposition 3.3, we have

ηS/pFp(dω) = ηS/pFp

(∑
α

dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α

)
+ε·ηS/pFp(ω)
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with
ε= qd log ηS/p([−1]S/p),

and we have just proved that ηS/pFp(ω) is zero. By Lemma 3.8, we may rewrite the first
summand as the sum

ηS/p

(∑
α

dVl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
+ε·ηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
with ε=(p−1)d log ηS/p([−1]S/p). Here, the second term is zero by (4.1), and we rewrite
the first summand as

ηS/p

(
d

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
−
∑
α

Vl(xα)d(Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α)
)

= ηS/pd

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
−ε·ηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
= dηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
−ε·ηS/p

(∑
α

Vl(xα)Fpdy1,α ... Fpdyq,α

)
with ε=pqd log ηS/p([−1]S/p). Here, the last equality uses that ηS/p, by definition, com-
mutes with d. It follows from (4.1) that both summands in the last line vanish, so
ηS/pFp(dω)=0 as desired. Next, suppose that p does not divide n. We have

ηS/pFp(ω) =
∑
α

ηS/pVnFp(xα)·ηS/pFp(dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

VnFpηS/n(xα)·ηS/pFp(dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

Vn(FpηS/n(xα)·FnηS/pFp(dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=
∑
α

Vn(FpηS/n(xα)·ηS/npFnp(dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=
∑
α

Vn(FpηS/n(xα)·FpηS/nFn(dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=VnFpηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
which is zero. Here the second, third, and fourth equalities use that, by the inductive
hypothesis, the maps Fn: WS/pΩ

q
A!WS/npΩ

q
A and Vn: WS/npΩ

q
A!WS/pΩ

q
A exist and

have the properties listed at the beginning of the proof, and similarly, the fifth equality
uses that the map Fp: WS/nΩ

q
A!WS/npΩ

q
A with FpηS/n=ηS/npFp exists. We proceed

to show that also ηS/pFp(dω) vanishes, and to this end, it suffices to show that both
pηS/pFP (dω) and nηS/pFp(dω) vanish. First,

pηS/pFpd(ω) = ηS/pdFp(ω) = dηS/pFp(ω),
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which is zero by what was just proved. Here the two equalities hold by Proposition 3.5
and by the definition of ηS/p, respectively. Next,

nηS/pFpd(ω) =
∑
α

nηS/pFpd(Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

nηS/pFp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)+ε·ηS/pFp(ω)

with ε=nqd log ηS/p([−1])S/p, and we have already proved that ηS/pFp(ω) is zero. More-
over, we may rewrite the first term in the last line as∑

α

ηS/pFp(dVn([1]S/n)Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

+
∑
α

ηS/pFp(Vn([1]S/n)dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α),

since, by Lemma 1.5 and by d being a derivation,

ndVn(x) = dVnFnVn(x) = d(Vn([1]S/n)·Vn(x))= dVn([1]S/n)·Vn(x)+Vn([1]S/n)·dVn(x).

Now, since both ηS/p and Fp are graded ring homomorphisms, we have∑
α

ηS/pFp(dVn([1]S/n)Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α) = ηS/pFpdVn([1]S/n)·ηS/pFp(ω)

which is zero, since ηS/pFp(ω) is zero, and∑
α

ηS/pFp(Vn([1]S/n)dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

ηS/pFpVn([1]S/n)·ηS/pFp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

ηS/pVnFp([1]S/n)·ηS/pFp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

VnηS/npFp([1]S/n)·ηS/pFp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

Vn(ηS/npFp([1]S/n)·FnηS/pFp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=
∑
α

Vn(ηS/npFp([1]S/n)·ηS/npFnp(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=
∑
α

Vn(ηS/npFp([1]S/n)·FpηS/nFn(dVn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α)),

where the third and fourth equalities hold, since, by the inductive hypothesis, both
maps Fn: WS/pΩ

q
A!WS/npΩ

q
A and Vn: WS/npΩ

q
A!WS/pΩ

q
A exist and have the properties
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listed at the beginning of the proof, and where the fifth and sixth equalities hold, since the
maps Fp: WS/nΩ

q
A!WS/npΩ

q
A and Vp: WS/npΩ

q
A!WS/nΩ

q
A exist and have the properties

listed at the beginning of the proof. Since ηS/npFp([1]S/n) is the identity and

FndVn(xα) = dxα+(n−1)d log([−1]S)·xα,

this becomes

VnFpηS/n

(∑
α

d(xα)Fndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
+ε·VnFpηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
with ε=(n−1)d log ηS/p([−1]S/p), where the second term is zero. Finally, since d is a
derivation, we may rewrite the first term as

VnFpηS/nd

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
−ε·VnFpηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
with ε=nqd log ηS/p([−1]S/p), and these terms are both zero. Hence, nFpd(ω) is zero,
and therefore, we conclude that Fpd(ω) is zero as desired.

In order to complete the recursive definition of the maps ηS , RST , Fn, d, and Vn,
we must show that the three diagrams at the beginning of the proof commute. The top
left-hand diagram commutes by the definition of Vn, and the calculation

RSTVnηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq) =RST ηS(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq)

= ηTR
S
T (Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq)

= ηT (VnR
S/n
T/n(x)dR

S
T (y1) ... dRST (yq))

=VnηT/n(R
S/n
T/n(x)FndR

S
T (y1) ... FndRST (yq))

=VnR
S/n
T/nηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq)

shows that the top right-hand diagram commutes. Finally, the following calculation
shows that the bottom diagram commutes:

VnηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq)·ηS(zdw1 ... dwr)

= ηS(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq)·ηS(zdw1 ... dwr)

= ηS(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq ·zdw1 ... dwr)

= ηS(Vn(xFn(z))dy1 ... dyqdw1 ... dwr)

=VnηS/n(xFn(z)Fndy1 ... FndyqFndw1 ... Fndwr)

=Vn(ηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq)·ηS/nFn(zdw1 ... dwr))

=Vn(ηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq)·FnηS(zdw1 ... dwr)).
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Here the first and fourth equalities hold by the definition of the map Vn; the second
and fifth equalities hold by the multiplicativity of the maps ηS , ηS/n, and Fn; the third
equality holds by Lemma 1.5; and the sixth equality holds by the existence of the map Fn
with FnηS=ηS/nFn. This completes the recursive definition of the graded rings WSΩ·

A

and the maps ηS , RST , Fn, d, and Vn for finite truncation sets S. We extend to infinite
truncation sets as discussed in Remark 4.2 (b).

To show that the structure defined above forms a Witt complex over A, it remains
to prove that V1=id, VnVm=Vmn, FnVn=n·id, and FmVn=VnFm if (m,n)=1. The first
identity holds by definition, and the second identity holds, since

VmnηS/mn(xFmndy1 ... Fmndyq) = ηS(Vmn(x)dy1 ... dyq)

= ηS(Vm(Vn(x))dy1 ... dyq)

=VmηS/m(Vn(x)Fmdy1 ... Fmdyq)

=Vm(Vn(ηS/mn(x))FmdηS(y1) ... FmdηS(yq))

=Vm(Vn(ηS/mn(x)FmndηS(y1) ... FmndηS(yq)))

=Vm(VnηS/mn(xFmndy1 ... Fmndyq)).

Here the first and third equalities hold by the definition of Vmn and Vm, respectively;
the fourth equality holds by the existence of the map Fm with ηS/mFm=FmηS ; the fifth
equality holds by the inductive hypothesis; and the last equality holds by the existence
of the map Fmn with ηS/mnFmn=FmnηS . Similarly, we have

FnVnηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq) =FnηS(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq)

= ηS/nFn(Vn(x)dy1 ... dyq) =nηS/n(xFndy1 ... Fndyq),

which shows that FnVn=n·id; and finally, if (m,n)=1, we have

FmVnηS/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq) =FmηS(Vn(x)·dy1 ... dyq)

= ηS/mFm(Vn(x)·dy1 ... dyq)

= ηS/mFm(Vn(x))·ηS/mFm(dy1 ... dyq)

= ηS/mVn(Fm(x))·ηS/mFm(dy1 ... dyq)

=Vn(ηS/mnFm(x))·ηS/mFm(dy1 ... dyq)

=Vn(ηS/mnFm(x)·FnηS/mFm(dy1 ... dyq))

=VnηS/mnFm(x·Fn(dy1 ... dyq))

=VnFmηS/n(x·Fn(dy1 ... dyq))

=VnFmηS/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq),
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which shows that FmVn=VnFm as desired.
Finally, let E·

S be a Witt complex over A and let ηES :�Ω·
WS(A)!E

·
S be the map in

Corollary 4.5. We claim that this map factors as

�Ω·
WS(A)

ηS // WSΩ·
A

fS // E·
S .

Since the left-hand map ηS is surjective, the right-hand map fS necessarily is unique.
We may further assume that the truncation set S is finite. To prove the claim, we
proceed by induction on the cardinality of S, the case S=∅ being trivial as η∅ is a
bijection. So we let S be a finite non-empty truncation set and assume that for every
proper sub-truncation set T⊂S, the factorization ηET =fT ηT exists. To prove that also
the factorization ηES =fSηS exists, we must show that whenever n is a positive integer
and xα∈WS/n(A) and y1,α, ..., yq,α∈WS(A) are Witt vectors such that

ηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
∈WS/nΩ

q
A

vanishes, then so does

ηES

(∑
α

Vn(xα)dy1,α ... dyq,α

)
∈EqS .

Now, using that E·
S is a Witt complex over A, we find that

ηES

(∑
α

Vn(xα)·dy1,α ... dyq,α
)

=
∑
α

ηES (Vn(xα))·ηES (dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

Vn(ηES/n(xα))·ηES (dy1,α ... dyq,α)

=
∑
α

Vn(ηES/n(xα)·FnηES (dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=
∑
α

Vn(ηES/n(xα)·ηES/nFn(dy1,α ... dyq,α))

=Vnη
E
S/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
=VnfS/nηS/n

(∑
α

xαFndy1,α ... Fndyq,α

)
,

which vanishes as required. Here the last equality holds by the inductive hypothesis. This
shows that, for every truncation set S, the map ηES factors as fSηS . Finally, to show that
WSΩ·

A is initial among Witt complexes over A, it remains to verify that the maps fS
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constitute a map of Witt complexes. In view of Corollary 4.5, the only statement that
needs proof is that for every truncation set S and for every positive integer n, we have
fSVn=VnfS/n, and this follows from the calculation

fSVnηS/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq) = fSηS(Vn(x)·dy1 ... dyq)

= ηES (Vn(x)·dy1 ... dyq)

= ηES (Vn(x))·ηES (dy1 ... dyq)

=Vn(ηES/n(x))·η
E
S (dy1 ... dyq)

=Vn(ηES/n(x)·Fnη
E
S (dy1 ... dyq))

=Vn(ηES/n(x)·η
E
S/nFn(dy1 ... dyq))

=Vnη
E
S/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq)

=VnfS/nηS/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq),

as every element in WSΩqA can be written as a convergent sum of elements of the form
ηS/n(x·Fndy1 ... Fndyq) with n∈N, x∈WS(A), and y1, ..., yq∈WS/n(A). This completes
the proof of Theorem B.

Definition 4.6. The initial Witt complex WSΩ·
A over the ring A is called the big

de Rham–Witt complex of A.

Addendum 4.7. (i) For all q, the map η{1}: Ω
q
A!W{1}Ω

q
A is an isomorphism.

(ii) For all S, the map ηS : WS(A)!WSΩ0
A is an isomorphism.

Proof. This follows immediately from the proofs of Theorem B and Lemma 3.14.

The statement (i) in Addendum 4.7 is a special case of the question raised at the
top of p. 133 in [15]. The explicit construction of the big de Rham–Witt complex given
in the proof of Theorem B answers this question in the affirmative.

Remark 4.8. Suppose that (k, λ) is a λ-ring and that f : k!A is a k-algebra. We
let fS : k!WS(A) be the composite ring homomorphism RN

S �W(f)�λ and define the big
de Rham–Witt complex of A relative to (k, λ) to be the quotient

WSΩ·
A/(k,λ) = WSΩ·

A/R
·
S

of the big de Rham–Witt complex WSΩ·
A by the graded ideal R·

S generated by the images
of ηS �fS∗: Ω1

k!WSΩ1
A and d�ηS �fS∗: Ω1

k!WSΩ2
A. It is initial among Witt complexes

over A in which the map d is k-linear when its domain and target are viewed as k-modules
via the map ηSfS : k!E0

S . In the particular case where (k, λ) is (W(R),∆R) and where
A is an R-algebra viewed as a k-algebra via εR: k!R, we obtain (a big version of) the
Langer–Zink relative de Rham–Witt complex [23].
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5. Étale morphisms

The functor that to the ring A associates the WS(A)-module WSΩqA defines a presheaf
of WS(O)-modules on the category of affine schemes. In this section, we use the theorem
of Borger [6] and van der Kallen [20] which we recalled as Theorem 1.25 to show that for
S finite, this presheaf is a quasi-coherent sheaf of WS(O)-modules for the étale topology.
This is the statement of Theorem C which we now prove.

Proof of Theorem C. We fix an étale morphism f :A!B and consider the map

WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩ·
A

α // WSΩ·
B

that to b⊗ω assigns b·f∗(ω). To show that this map is an isomorphism, we define a
structure of Witt complex over B on the domain E·

S of α. By Theorem 1.25, the map

WS(f): WS(A)−!WS(B)

is étale. Hence, the graded derivation d: WsΩ
q
A!WSΩq+1

A extends uniquely to a graded
derivation dE :EqS!E

q+1
S defined by

dE(b⊗x) = (d′b)x+b⊗dx

with d′b being the image of b by the composition

WS(B) d // Ω1
WS(B) WS (B)⊗WS(A)Ω1

WS(A)
∼oo

id⊗ηS // WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩ1
A,

where the middle map is the canonical isomorphism. We further define the maps

RE,ST :EqS −!EqT and FEn :EqS −!EqS/n

to be RST⊗RST and FEn =Fn⊗Fn, respectively. Next, to define the map V En :EqS/n!E
q
S ,

we use that, since the square in the statement of Theorem 1.25 is cocartesian, the map

WS(B)⊗WS(A)WS/nΩ
q
A

Fn⊗id
// WS/n(B)⊗WS/n(A)WS/nΩ

q
A

is an isomorphism, and we then define V En to be the composition of the inverse of this
isomorphism and the map

WS(B)⊗WS(A)WS/nΩ
q
A

id⊗Vn // WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩqA.

Finally, we define the map ηES : WS(B)!E0
B to be the composition

WS(B) // WS(B)⊗WS(A)WS(A) // WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩ0
A
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of the canonical isomorphism and the map id⊗ηS . We proceed to show that the maps
defined above make E·

S into a Witt complex over B. The axioms (i)–(iii) of Definition 4.1
are readily verified. For example, we have dEdE(−)=d log ηES ([−1]S)dE(−), as both sides
are derivations which agree on WSΩqA; and the calculation

V En (Fn(b)⊗ω)·b′⊗ω′ = b⊗Vn(ω)·b′⊗ω′ = bb′⊗Vn(ω)ω′ = bb′⊗Vn(ωFn(ω′))

=V En (Fn(bb′)⊗ωFn(ω′))=V En (Fn(b)⊗ω ·FEn (b′⊗ω′))

verifies axiom (iii), since every element of EqS/n can be written as a sum of elements of
the form Fn(b)⊗ω with b∈WS(B) and ω∈WS/nΩ

q
A.

It remains to verify axioms (iv)–(v) of Definition 4.1. To prove axiom (iv), we must
show that for all ω∈EqS/n, the equality

FEn d
EV En (ω)+(n−1)d log ηES/n([−1]S/n)·ω= dE(ω)

holds in Eq+1
S/n . On the right-hand side, dE , by definition, is the unique graded derivation

on E·
S/n that extends the graded derivation d on WS/nΩ·

A; and, on the left-hand side,
D also extends d. Hence, it will suffice to show that D, too, is a graded derivation.
Moreover, since the square diagram of rings in Theorem 1.25 is cocartesian, and since D
is an additive function, it suffices to show that D is a graded derivation on elements of
the form ω=Fn(b)⊗τ with b∈WS(B) and τ∈WS/nΩ·

A. We claim that

D(Fn(b)⊗τ) =FEn (dEb)·nτ+Fn(b)⊗dτ

as elements of E·
S/n. Granting this, it follows that axiom (iv) holds, as the right-hand

side clearly is a graded derivation of Fn(b)⊗τ . Now,

D(Fn(b)⊗τ) =FEn d
EV En (Fn(b)⊗τ)+(n−1)d log ηES/n([−1]S/n)·Fn(b)⊗τ

=FEn d
E(b⊗Vn(τ))+Fn(b)⊗(n−1)d log ηS/n([−1])τ

=FEn (dE(b)·Vn(τ)+b⊗dVn(τ))+Fn(b)⊗(n−1)d log ηS/n([−1])τ

=FEn (dEb)·nτ+Fn(b)⊗(FndVn(τ)+(n−1)d log ηS/n([−1])τ)

=FEn (dEb)·nτ+Fn(b)⊗dτ,

which proves the claim. Here the first two equalities follow from the definitions; the
third equality holds, since dE is a derivation; the fourth equality holds, as FEn is a ring
homomorphism which satisfies FEn V

E
n =n id; and the last equality holds, since axiom (iv)

holds in the de Rham–Witt complex over A.
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In order to prove axiom (v), we consider the following diagram, where the left-hand
horizontal maps are the canonical isomorphisms,

Ω1
WS(B) WS(B)⊗WS(A)Ω1

WS(A)
E1
S

Ω1
WS/n(B) WS/n(B)⊗WS/n(A)Ω1

WS/n(A)
E1
S/n.

oo
id⊗ηS //

Fn

��
Fn⊗Fn

��
FE

n

��

oo
id⊗ηS/n

//

Here, the left-hand square commutes, since Fn: Ω1
W(B)!Ω1

W(B) is Fn-linear and a natural
transformation; and the right-hand square commutes by Proposition 4.4. Hence, also the
outer square commutes and this immediately implies axiom (v); compare Remark 4.2 (d).

We have proved that the domains of the canonical map α at the beginning of the
proof form a Witt complex over B. Therefore, there exists a unique map

β: WSΩqB −!WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩqA

of Witt complexes over B. The composition α�β is a selfmap of the initial object WSΩqB ,
and therefore, is the identity map. The composition β�α is a map of Witt complexes
over B. In particular, it is a map of WS(B)-modules, and therefore, is determined by
the composition with the map of Witt complexes

ι: WSΩqA−!WS(B)⊗WS(A)WSΩqA

that takes x to [1]S⊗x. But both ι and β�α�ι are maps of Witt complexes over A with
the initial Witt complex over A as domain. Therefore, the two maps are equal, and
hence, also β�α is the identity map. This completes the proof.

6. The big de Rham–Witt complex of the ring of integers

We finally evaluate the absolute de Rham–Witt complex of the ring of integers. If m and
n are positive integers, we write (m,n) and [m,n] for the greatest common divisor and
least common multiple of m and n, respectively. We define (m,n] to be the unique integer
modulo [m,n] such that (m,n]≡0 mod m and (m,n]≡(m,n) mod n, and define {m,n}
to be the unique integer modulo 2 that is non-zero if and only if both m and n are even.
We note that (m,n]+(n,m]≡(m,n) mod [m,n]. We also remark that, by Lemma 4.3 and
by d being a derivation, in any Witt complex, the element dVnηS/n([1]S/n) is annihilated
by n.
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Theorem 6.1. The big de Rham–Witt complex of Z is given as follows:

WSΩ0
Z =

∏
n∈S

Z·VnηS/n([1]S/n),

WSΩ1
Z =

∏
n∈S

Z/nZ·dVnηS/n([1]S/n),

and the groups in degrees q>2 are zero. The multiplication is given by

VmηS/m([1]S/m)·VnηS/n([1]S/n) = (m,n)·V[m,n]ηS/[m,n]([1]S/[m,n]),

VmηS/m([1]S/m)·dVnηS/n([1]S/n) = (m,n]·dV[m,n]ηS/[m,n]([1]S/[m,n])

+{m,n}
∑
r>1

2r−1[m,n]·dV2r[m,n]η([1]S/2r[m,n]),

and the m-th Frobenius and Verschiebung maps are given by

FmVnηS/n([1]S/n) = (m,n)·V[m,n]/mηS/[m,n]([1]S/[m,n]),

FmdVnηS/n([1]S/n) =
(m,n]
m

·dV[m,n]/mηS/[m,n]([1]S/[m,n])

+{m,n}
∑
r>1

2r−1 [m,n]
m

·dV2r[m,n]/mηS/2r[m,n]([1]S/2r[m,n]),

and by

Vm(VnηS/mn([1]S/mn))=VmnηS/mn([1]S/mn),

Vm(dVnηS/mn([1]S/mn))=m·dVmnηS/mn([1]S/mn).

Proof. We claim that there is a Witt complex E·
S over Z with

E0
S =

∏
n∈S

Z·VnηS/n([1]S/n) and E1
S =

∏
n∈S

Z/nZ·dVnηS/n([1]S/n),

with EqS=0 for q>2, and with the Witt complex structure maps defined to be the unique
additive maps satisfying the formulas listed in the statement. For instance, the map
ηS : WS(Z)!E0

S is defined to be the unique additive map that to Vn([1]S/n) assigns
VnηS/n([1]S/n); it is a ring isomorphism by Proposition 1.6. Granting this claim, the
map ηS extends uniquely to a map

WSΩ·
Z

ηS // E·
S

of Witt complexes over Z. It is an isomorphism in degree q=0, as noted above, and it is
also an isomorphism in degree q=1. For it is clearly surjective in degree q=1, and since
Lemma 4.3 shows that, in every Witt complex over Z,

ndVnηS/n([1]S/n) =VndηS/n([1]S/n) = 0,
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it is also injective in degree q=1. Finally, to prove that ηS is an isomorphism in degrees
q>2, we must show that WSΩ2

Z is zero, and to this end, it suffices to show that, for every
finite truncation set S and every n∈S, the element ddVnηS/n([1]S/n) of WSΩ2

Z vanishes.
Now, using Lemma 4.3 and the projection formula, we find that

ddVnηS/n([1]S/n) = d log ηS([−1]S)·dVnηS/n([1]S/n)

= d(d log ηS([−1]S)·VnηS/n([1]S/n))

= dVn(d log ηS/n([−1]S/n))

=
∑
r>1

2r−1dVndV2rηS/2rn([1]S/2rn)

=nddV2nηS/2n([1]S/2n),

and since S was assumed to be finite, this furnishes an induction argument showing that
ddVnη([1]S/n) is zero.

It remains to prove the claim. For notational convenience, we will suppress the
subscript S. We first show that the product on E·

S is associative. Since [−1] is a square
root of one in WS(Z) which, by Addendum 1.7, is equal to −[1]+V2([1]), the formula
defining the product in E·

S shows that, as elements of E1
S ,

d log η([−1])= (−η([1])+V2η([1]))d(−η([1])+V2η([1]))

= (−η([1])+V2η([1]))dV2η([1]) =
∑
r>1

2r−1dV2rη([1]). (6.1)

Using this formula, we find that

Veη([1])·d log η([−1])=
∑
r>1

2r−1Veη([1])dV2rη([1])

=
∑
r>1

2r−1(e, 2r]dV[e,2r]η([1])+{e, 2}
∑
s>1

2s−1[e, 2]dV2s[e,2]η([1]).

Moreover, 2r−1(m, 2r] is congruent to 2r−1m modulo [m, 2r], because 2r−1m is congruent
to 0 modulo m and to 2r−1(m, 2r) modulo 2r. Hence, if e is odd, the lower left-hand
summand is equal to

∑
r>1 2r−1edV2reη([1]) and the lower right-hand summand is zero,

and if e is even, the lower left-hand summand is zero and the lower right-hand summand
is equal to

∑
s>1 2s−1edV2seη([1]). So for any positive integer e, we have

Veη([1])·d log η([−1])=
∑
r>1

2r−1edV2reη([1]). (6.2)

We conclude that the product in E·
S satisfies

Vmη([1])·dVnη([1]) = (m,n]·dV[m,n]η([1])+{m,n}·V[m,n]η([1])·d log η([−1]), (6.3)
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where we use (6.2) to identify the second term on the right-hand side. A similar calcu-
lation shows that for all positive integers a and b,

Vaη([1])·(Vbη([1])·d log η([−1]))= (Vaη([1])·Vbη([1]))·d log η([−1]).

Using this identity, we find, on the one hand, that

Vlη([1])·(Vm([1])·dVnη([1])) = (l, [m,n]](m,n]·dV[l,[m,n]]η([1])

+({l, [m,n]}(m,n]+(l, [m,n]){m,n})·V[l,[m,n]]η([1])d log η([−1]),

and, on the other hand, that

(Vlη([1])·Vm([1]))·dVnη([1]) = (l,m)([l,m], n]·dV[[l,m],n]η([1])

+(l,m){[l,m], n}·V[[l,m],n]η([1])d log η([1]).

Here [l, [m,n]]=[[l,m], n] and to prove that (l, [m,n]](m,n] and (l,m)([l,m], n] are con-
gruent modulo [l, [m,n]], we use that [l, [m,n]]Z is the kernel of the map

Z−!Z/lZ×Z/mZ×Z/nZ

that takes a to (a+lZ, a+mZ, a+nZ). So it will suffice to verify that the desired con-
gruence holds modulo l, m, and n, respectively. By definition, both numbers are zero
modulo l and m, and the congruence modulo n follows from the identity

(l, [m,n])·(m,n) = (l,m)·([l,m], n)

which is readily verified by multiplying by [l, [m,n]]=[[l,m], n] on both sides. We also
note that {l, [m,n]}(m,n]+(l, [m,n]){m,n} and (l,m){[l,m], n} are well-defined integers
modulo 2 which are non-zero if and only if n and exactly one of l and m are even. This
shows that the product in E·

S is associative.
We proceed to verify the axioms (i)–(v) of Definition 4.1. First, we note that since

the sum (m,n]+(n,m] is congruent to (m,n) modulo [m,n]=[n,m], we have

dVmη([1])·Vnη([1])+Vmη([1])·dVnη([1])

= (n,m]dV[n,m]η([1])+{n,m}V[n,m]η([1])d log η([−1])

+(m,n]dV[m,n]η([1])+{m,n}V[m,n]η([1])d log η([−1])

= (m,n)dV[m,n]η([1])

= d(Vmη([1])·Vnη([1])),
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which verifies axiom (i).
To verify axiom (iv), we first show that for all positive integers m,

Fm(d log η([−1]))= d log([−1]). (6.4)

It follows from formula (6.1) that

Fm(d log η([−1]))

=
∑
r>1

2r−1FmdV2rη([1])

=
∑
r>1

2r−1 (m, 2r]
m

·dV[m,2r]/mη([1])+{m, 2}
∑
s>1

2s−1 [m, 2]
m

·dV2s[m,2]/mη([1])

=
∑
r>1

2r−1 ·dV[m,2r]/mη([1])+{m, 2}
∑
s>1

2s−1 [m, 2]
m

·dV2s[m,2]/mη([1]),

where the second equality follows from the definition of Fm and the last equality uses
that 2r−1(m, 2r] is congruent to 2r−1m modulo [m, 2r]. Now, if the integer m is even,
then the lower the left-hand term is zero, since [m, 2r]/m=2t with t<r, and the lower
right-hand term is equal to

∑
s>1 2s−1dV2sη([1]); and if m is odd, then the lower left-

hand term is equal to
∑
r>1 2r−1dV2rη([1]) and the lower right-hand term is zero. Hence,

using (6.1) again, we conclude that (6.4) holds. By using this equality, we may restate
the definition of the Frobenius map on E1

S in the form

FmdVnη([1]) =
(m,n]
m

·dV[m,n]/mη([1])+{m,n}·V[m,n]/mη([1])·d log η([−1]), (6.5)

and taking n=mk and y=Vkη([1]), this verifies axiom (iv).
We next consider axiom (ii) which is easily verified on E0. We first show that the

identity FlFm=Flm holds on E1. Using (6.5), we have, on the one hand, that

Fl(FmdVnη([1]))

=
(l, [m,n]/m]

l
· (m,n]

m
·dV[l,[m,n]/m]/lη([1])

+
({

l,
[m,n]
m

}
(m,n]
m

+
(
l,

[m,n]
m

)
{m,n}

)
·V[l,[m,n]/m]/lη([1])·d log η([−1]),

and, on the other hand, that

FlmdVnη([1]) =
(lm, n]
lm

·dV[lm,n]/lmη([1])+{lm, n}·V[lm,n]/lmη([1])·d log η([−1]).

Here, we have [l, [m,n]/m]/l=[lm, n]/lm, since both are equal to n/(lm, n), and more-
over, (lm, n] and (l, [m,n]/m](m,n] are congruent modulo [lm, n], as both are congruent
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to 0 modulo lm and congruent to (lm, n)=(l, [m,n]/m)(m,n) modulo n. Finally, the
two factors {lm, n} and {l, [m,n]/m}(m,n]/m+(l, [m,n]/m){m,n} are well-defined in-
tegers modulo 2 which are non-zero if and only if lm and n are even. Indeed, for the
first factor, this is the definition, and for the second factor, it is seen as follows. If n
is odd, then both summands in this factor are zero, so suppose that n is even. If lm
is odd, then again both summands are zero; if l is odd and m is even, then the first
summand is zero and the second summand is non-zero; if l is even and m is odd, then
the first summand is non-zero and the second summand is zero; if l and m are both even
and if the 2-adic valuation of m is strictly less than that of n, then [m,n]/m is even
and (m,n]/m is not divisible by 2 modulo [m,n]/m, so the first summand is non-zero
and the second summand is zero; and, finally, if l and m are both even and the 2-adic
valuation of m is greater than or equal to that of n, then [m,n]/m is odd, so the first
summand is zero and the second summand is non-zero. This completes the proof that
FlFm=Flm. The formulas VlVm=Vlm and FmVm=m·id are readily verified, so we next
show that FlVm=VmFl if l and m are relatively prime. To this end, we first note that
by (6.2) and by the definition of Vm on E1

S , we have

Vm(Veη([1])·d log η([−1]))=Vmeη([1])·d log η([−1]), (6.6)

for all positive integers m and e. Using this identity, (6.4), and (6.5), we find that

FlVmdVnη([1]) =
m(l,mn]

l
·dV[l,mn]/lη([1])+m{l,mn}·V[l,mn]/lη([1])·d log η([−1]),

VmFldVnη([1]) =
m(l, n]
l

·dVm[l,n]/lη([1])+{l, n}·Vm[l,n]/lη([1])·d log η([−1]).

But if l and m are relatively prime, then [l,mn] and m[l, n] are equal; m(l,mn] and
m(l, n] are congruent modulo [l,mn]=m[l, n], as both are congruent to 0 modulo lm and
to m(l,mn)=m(l, n) modulo mn; and m{l,mn}={l, n}, as is easily checked. This shows
that FlVm=VmFl, concluding the proof of axiom (ii).

To verify axiom (iii), we first note that for all positive integers l, m, and n,

Vlη([1])·FmdVnη([1]) =Vl(η([1])·FlmdVnη([1])).

Indeed, by (6.3) and (6.5), the identity becomes(
l,

[m,n]
m

]
(m,n]
m

·dV[l,[m,n]/m]η([1])

+
({

l,
[m,n]
m

}
(m,n]
m

+
(
l,

[m,n]
m

)
{m,n}

)
·V[l,[m,n]/m]η([1])·d log η([−1])

=
(lm, n]
lm

·dV[lm,n]/mη([1])+{lm, n}·V[lm,n]/mη([1])·d log η([−1]),
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and hence, the proof of the identity FlFm=Flm above shows that the two sides are equal.
Now, from this equation and from the definition of Vm on E·

S , we find that

Vl(Vmη([1]))·dVnη([1]) =Vl(Vmη([1])·FldVnη([1])).

It remains to prove that also

Vl(dVmη([1]))·Vnη([1]) =Vl(dVmη([1])·FlVnη([1])).

Using (6.3), the left-hand side becomes

l(n, lm]·dV[n,lm]η([1])+l{n, lm}·V[n,lm]η([1])·d log η([−1])

and the right-hand sides becomes

l(l, n)
(

[l, n]
l
,m

]
·dVl[[l,n]/l,m]η([1])+(l, n)

{
[l, n]
l
,m

}
·Vl[[l,n]/l,m]η([1])·d log η([−1]).

We have seen above that [n, lm]=l[[l, n]/l,m], and l(n, lm] and l(l, n)([l, n]/l,m] are
congruent modulo [n, lm], since both are congruent to 0 modulo n and congruent to
l(n, lm) modulo lm. Here we use that ([l, n]/l,m] is congruent to ([l, n]/l,m) modulo
m and that (l, n)([l, n]/l,m)=(n, lm). Moreover, l{n, lm} and (l, n){[l, n]/l,m} are well-
defined integers modulo 2 which are non-zero if and only if l is odd and m and n are both
even. This completes the proof that axiom (iii) holds. Indeed, it is clear that axiom (iii)
holds on E0.

Finally, to verify axiom (v), it suffices to consider the case S=N. Since the formula
for [a] in Addendum 1.7 is quite complicated, it would be a rather onerous task to verify
this axiom directly. By axiom (i), the map dη: W(A)!E1

N is a derivation, provided that
we view E1

N as a W(A)-module via η0=η: W(A)!E0
N, and hence, there is a unique W(A)-

linear map η1: Ω1
W(A)!E

1
N such that dη0=η1d. We will show that, for every positive

integer m, the diagram

Ω1
W(A)

η1
//

Fm

��

E1
N

Fm

��

Ω1
W(A)

η1
// E1

N

commutes. Granting this, we find that

Fmdη([a])=Fmdη
0([a])=Fmη

1d([a])= η1Fmd([a])= η1([a]m−1d[a])

= η0([a]m−1)η1d([a])= η0([a])m−1dη0([a])= η([a])m−1dη([a]),
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which verifies axiom (v). Here, the first and last equalities are identities; the third
equality holds by the commutativity of the diagram above; the fourth equality holds by
Theorem 2.15; and the remaining equalities hold by the properties of the maps η0 and
η1. It remains to prove that the diagram above commutes, and by Theorem 2.15 and
axiom (i), we may assume that m=p is a prime number. It further suffices to show that
for every positive integer n, the image of the element dVn([1]) by the two compositions
in the diagram are equal. We consider three cases separately. First, if p is odd and n=ps
is divisible by p, then

Fpη
1dVn([1]) =FpdVnη

0([1]) = dVsη
0([1]),

while

η1FpdVn([1]) = η1

(
Vn([1])p−1dVn([1])+d

(
FpVn([1])−Vn([1])p

p

))
= η1(np−2(Vn([1])dVn([1])+dVs([1])−np−2sdVn([1])))

= η1dVs([1])

= dVsη
0([1])

as desired. Here we used that ndVn([1])=0. Second, if p=2 and n=2s is even, then

F2η
1dVn([1]) =F2dVnη

0([1]) = dVsη
0([1])+

∑
r>1

2r−1sdV2rsη
0([1])

while

η1F2dVn([1]) = η1(dVs([1])+Vn([1])dVn([1])−sdVn([1]))

= dVsη
0([1])+Vnη0([1])dVnη0([1])−sdVnη0([1])

= dVsη
0([1])+

∑
t>1

2t−1ndV2tnη
0([1])−sdVnη0([1]),

so the desired equality holds in this case, too, as 2sdVnη0([1])=0. Third, if n is not
divisible by p, then (p, n] is congruent to 1−np−1 modulo [p, n]=pn, since both are
congruent to 0 modulo p and to 1 modulo n, and {p, n} is zero. Hence,

Fpη
1dVn([1]) =FpdVnη

0([1]) =
1−np−1

p
dVnη

0([1]).

We wish to prove that this is equal to

η1FpdVn([1]) = η1

(
Vn([1])p−1dVn([1])+d

(
FpVn([1])−Vn([1])p

p

))
= η1

(
np−2Vn([1])dVn([1])+

1−np−1

p
dVn([1])

)
=np−2Vnη

0([1])dVnη0([1])+
1−np−1

p
dVnη

0([1]),
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or equivalently, that np−2Vnη
0([1])dVnη0([1]) is zero. If p is odd, then this holds, since

ndVnη
0([1]) is zero; and if p=2, then it holds, since Vnη0([1])dVnη0([1]) is zero, for n odd.

This completes the proof of the claim made at the beginning of the proof, and hence, of
the theorem.

Addendum 6.2. Let S be a finite truncation set. The kernel of the canonical map

ηS : Ω̂·
WS(Z)−!WSΩ·

Z

is equal to the graded ideal generated by the following elements together with their images
by the derivation d:

(i) for all m,n∈S, the element

Vm([1]S/m)dVn([1]S/n)−(m,n]dV[m,n]([1]S/[m,n])

−{m,n}
∑
r>1

2r−1[m,n]dV2r[m,n]([1]S/2r[m,n]);

(ii) for all n∈S, the element ndVn([1]S/n).

Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 6.1.

We remark that in Addendum 6.2, the graded ring Ω̂·
WXS(Z) may be replaced by the

graded ring Ω·
WS(Z).
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